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Notices 

Every effort has been made to supply complete and accurate information, 
however the information in this document is subject to change without 
notice. UNIT4 Business Software Limited assumes no responsibility for any 
errors that may occur in the documentation.  

Microsoft ® Excel, Windows ® and Microsoft ® SQL Server ™ are either 
registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United 
States and/or other countries. Crystal Reports is a trademark of Crystal 
Decisions, Inc. All other brand names, product names and company logos 
are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. 

This document contains information that is proprietary to and considered a 
trade secret of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. It is expressly agreed 
that it shall not be reproduced in whole or in part, disclosed, divulged, or 
otherwise made available to any third party either directly or indirectly. 
Reproduction of this documentation for any purposes is prohibited without 
the prior express written authorisation of UNIT4 Business Software Limited. 
All rights reserved. 

UNIT4 Business Software Ltd © 2011. 
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Welcome 
Welcome to Agresso Business World (ABW) Accounts Payable training. 

This is a training course to consider the initial design and set-up of the 
Accounts Payable module and its basic operation. The course contains 
twelve training sessions as follows: 

• Session 1 – Maintaining the Supplier Master File. 

• Session 2 – Registering Supplier Invoices. 

• Session 3 – Document archive. 

• Session 4 – Posting Supplier Invoices. 

• Session 5 – Maintaining Open Items. 

• Session 6 – Making Manual Payments. 

• Session 7 – Processing Remittance Proposals. 

• Session 8 – Processing Payments. 

• Session 9 – Handling Reversals. 

• Session 10 – Running Enquiries and Reports. 

• Session 11 – Flexi-fields and Links. 

• Session 12 - Workflow. 

The course is designed for Super Users and you should have already 
completed the Financial Basics course and be familiar with a Windows 
Environment and Agresso General Ledger. 

Training basics 

Your trainer will explain: 

• Location of facilities including toilets, tea and coffee. 

• Fire procedures within the building and the marshalling points. 

• Mobile phones and PIM – make sure that they are switched off. 

• Breaks – there are regular breaks during the course including 
coffee breaks at convenient points throughout the day and a 
lunch break of approximately 1 hour. 
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• Feedback – forms are distributed to provide feedback on the 
course. Please fill them in before you leave. 

 

Introducing the course 

Your trainer will explain the course format and materials: 

• The course is a combination of demonstrations, which you can 
follow on your PC, and exercises to confirm your understanding 
of the topics covered, which unless stated otherwise should 
be completed on ABW client A1. 

• Teaching aids, such as PowerPoint presentations, are used where 
appropriate to help explain concepts, processes or procedures. 

• A number of documents support the course: 

• Accounts Payable course Delegate’s Workbook to guide 
you through the course. 

• Accounts Payable course Exercise Workbook containing a 
set of exercises to do as you work through the Delegate’s 
Workbook. 

Additional information on the AP module is available in the ABW Reference 
Manual and On-line Help. 
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Objectives of the course 

The objectives of the course are to help you: 

• Understand the basic structure of the ABW Accounts Payable 
module and its interaction with other components of Agresso 
Business World. 

• Understand how to set up the Accounts Payable fixed registers. 

• Understand the structure of the supplier master file and how to 
set up new suppliers and amend existing suppliers. 

• Understand how to set up document archive to attach electronic 
invoice images to supplier invoice transactions. 

• Understand how to register and post supplier invoices into ABW. 

• Understand how to maintain open items. 

• Understand the process of making manual payments, and 
matching them to invoices. 

• Understand the processing of remittance proposals. 

• Understand the processing of payments. 

• Understand how to reverse transactions already posted. 

• Understand how to run enquiries and produce reports. 

At each stage in the course you are asked to complete exercises to help 
you understand the concepts and tasks described by your trainer. 

Each section has a set of key learning points that you can use to check that 
you have understood how to perform the tasks described in the training. 
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Further courses to attend 

After you have completed this course, you can attend additional courses 
related to other individual ABW modules and tools to support your specific 
business processes. 

The following courses may be of interest: 

• Enquiry, Browser and Analyzer. 

• Purchasing. 
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An Overview of Accounts Payable 
Accounts Payable (AP) is a module that enables you to manage the 
processing of supplier invoices from the moment they are received, 
following their progress through the entire payment cycle. The main 
functions within the module are: 

• Setting up and maintaining system and supplier information via 
fixed registers. 

• Setting up document archive. 

• Registering invoices received from suppliers. 

• Posting invoices received from suppliers. 

• Making manual payments of supplier invoices. 

• Selecting supplier invoices for payment. 

• Processing supplier invoices for automatic payment. 

• Performing enquiries and producing reports. 
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AP is fully integrated with General Ledger and other modules of ABW. The 
relationships of AP to other ABW modules is shown here: 
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Ledger

Accounts
Payable
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Systems

Purchase
Order

Processing

Project Cost
and Billing

AGRESSO SYSTEM:
Common Parameters
System Parameters
Reports
Enquiries

 

The process flow of information and tasks through the AP module is as 
follows: 

 

The numbers within each box indicate the training session that deals with 
that particular process. 
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In summary, the AP process is as follows: 

1. Fixed registers that are used to help define and control suppliers 
within AP are set up in the Supplier Master File. 

2. Document archive allows you to attach and use electronic images 
throughout the ABW application. 

3. Invoices can be registered as received from suppliers. This is an 
optional process that registers invoices only for later posting. 

4. Invoices are posted to the General Ledger and AP modules. Both 
registered and non-registered invoices can be posted. 

5. Open invoices are maintained. 

6. Unpaid invoices are paid, and matched manually or automatically. 
Invoices which have been incorrectly posted to the wrong supplier 
can be reallocated. 

7. Remittance proposals are created, amended, re-run where 
necessary, and confirmed to group a proposal into actual payments.  

8. Payments are processed, and cheques or a BACS file generated.  

9. If necessary, reversals are performed to go back on a previous 
transaction. Reversals can be performed at any stage of the AP 
process. 

10. Enquiries and reports can be run to obtain information on invoices 
and payments which have been processed by the AP process. 

Demo of main process can be performed in client A3 (assumes suppliers 
and appropriate fixed registers are already set up) to give a high level 
understanding before learning about the detail. 

a. Bring in scanned invoices via Document Load.  

b. Register an invoice by retrieving an invoice image from Document 
archive. (Note there is a window for speedy registration, and 
workflow can be set up for an invoice approval process). 

c. Post the registered invoice (Note posting can be done directly 
missing out the registration process). 

d. Enquire on the invoice transaction in General Ledger and Accounts 
Payable modules. 

e. Make some amendments to the invoice (open item) before payment. 

f. Make a manual payment (Note there is a remittance process to 
automate payments). 

g. Enquire of the payment transaction in General Ledger and Accounts 
Payable modules. 
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Most of the tasks you need to perform in the AP module are accessed from 
the Accounts Payable menu: 

Supplier Groups 

Suppliers Relations Payment Recipients 

Posting Purchase 
Invoice 

Batch Input 
Transactions (GL07) 

Posting 
Invoices 

Registration of 
Invoices (acrtrans) 

Supplier 
Invoices 

 

Open Items 
(asutrans) 

VP10 
 

Document 
Archive 

Manual Payments 

Maintenance of Open 
Items 

Paying Invoices 
 

Matching 
Invoices/Credit notes 

 

Amend Invoice Information 
E.g. Due Date, Payment 
method Remittance Process 

Automatic Payments 

Update General 
Ledger 

Payment 
Maintenance 

Cancel 
Post 

Cheques 

BACS 

Written Transfers 
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Session 1 
Maintaining the Supplier Master 
File 
 

Before you can use Accounts Payable you need to ensure that the ABW 
system is correctly set up. 

This session of the training describes how you set up the fixed registers 
that are used to help define and control suppliers within AP. It covers: 

• Setting up supplier master file parameters. 

• Setting up and maintaining the supplier master file. 

 

NOTE: 

• You must have at least one AP control account with type AP 
defined in your Chart of Accounts in GL. 

• Where appropriate, you must have set up accounts for invoice 
accruals, settlement discount and exchange gains / losses if this 
functionality is to be used. 

• You should consider what supplier groups are required. 

• You should consider payment terms and settlement discount 
terms. 

• You should consider VAT codes and rates. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding what system information needs to be set up before 
the module can be used. 

Understanding the information needed about a supplier. 

Understanding the relationships between different system 
information. 
 

 

 

 Reference:  
The set up and 
maintenance of the 
Chart of Accounts 
is covered in the 
Agresso Financial 
Basics course. 
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The supplier master file is the first element in the process flow through the 
AP module. 

 

 

Setting up supplier master file parameters 

You set up supplier master file parameters using the following functions: 

• Credit terms. 

• Supplier groups. 

• Payment methods. 

• Relations on suppliers. 

• Supplier ID number ranges. 
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Setting up credit terms 

The due date, early settlement discount date, and discount amount are 
calculated with reference to credit terms. Credit terms are held as defaults 
against particular supplier groups, suppliers, and invoices. The credit terms 
table is shared with Accounts Receivable. 

Credit terms are set up using the Credit terms window (TCR006). 

1. Display the Credit terms window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Fixed registers | 
Credit terms: 

 

2. Define a credit term using the following fields: 

 Type S1 for the Credit terms ID. 

 Type ’30 days, 2% disc in 10 days’ for the Description. 

 Select ‘DD’ (Due date) from Method dropdown (default value). 

 Type 30 for Due days 1. 

 Type 2 for Discount percentage. 

 Tab through Free months. 

 Type 10 for Discount days. 

 Tab through Discount date. 

This sets up a credit term called S1 which gives a 2% discount on a 
30 day invoice, if the invoice is paid within 10 days. 

 Note:  
Credit terms are 
a shared register 
with Accounts 
Receivable. 

 Note:   
Selected ‘Method’ 
determines fields 
available to input 
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3. Save and then close the window. 

 

Setting up supplier groups 

Supplier groups are used to define common rules about how a supplier is 
treated for a range of items such as currency, payment terms, and tax 
system. These values then default through to suppliers assigned to the 
group. Some values can be fixed at supplier group level. 

Each supplier is connected to one group only, but there is no limit to the 
number of supplier groups you can set up. Each group can contain one or 
many suppliers. 

All suppliers in the same supplier group share the same General Ledger 
accounts for each of the following: 

• Accounts Payable control and advance payments. 

• Registered debts, costs, and discounts. 

• Exchange gains and losses. 

Note the following treatment details when you set up a supplier group: 

• The Fixed Y/N checkboxes specify whether the tax code, tax 
system, payment terms and currency code on the Group Tab, 
and the accounts payable control Account on the Accounts Tab, 
are fixed or not. 

• The Calculate payment discount on tax check box specifies that 
VAT is included in the base for calculating payment discount.  
Also see System parameter CALC_PAY_DISC_AP. 

• The cash delay determines the number of extra days after the 
discount due date during which a cash discount will still be taken. 

• The payment delay determines the number of extra days after 
the payment due date by which the payment date will be delayed 
in the remittance routine. 

• The open items check box indicates whether you can match 
payments with open items. 

Supplier groups are set up using the Supplier groups window (SU01): 

Note: ►  
Also available in Self 
Service under Supplier 
information under 
Procurement or 
Accounting/ Accounts 
Payable – (TSU001) 
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1. Display the Supplier groups window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Fixed registers | 
Supplier groups: 

 

  

There are three tabs in the Supplier groups window: 

• Group – used to define the supplier group and define the 
treatment details. 

• Accounts – used to define the accounts for posting the various 
items listed for the group. The account and advance payment 
accounts must be specified using an account previously defined 
in the Chart of Accounts window with a Type of AP. If no other 
accounts are defined postings go to the account set in 
ERROR_ACCNT (common parameter). 

• Exch. acc. – used to define the accounts used for recording gains 
and losses for exchanged, non-realised and capitalised accounts. 
Gains and losses are based on difference between exchange rates 
when an invoice was posted and when it was paid. 

2. Create a new supplier group as follows: 

 Type TC for the Supplier group and press Tab. 

 Type a description for the group (Trade Creditors). 

3. Set the supplier group details as follows: 

 Select S1 for the Payment terms. 

 Select Sterling Pound (GBP) for the currency. 

Supplier group tabs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Treatment 
details for 
the 
selected 
supplier 
group 
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 Select EN for Language. 

4. Display the Accounts tab and set the following: 

 Select an appropriate AP control account for Account (9400). 

 Select an appropriate AP control account for Advance paym (9400). 

 Select an appropriate account for Cash discount (8050). 

5. Save and close the window. 

 

Setting payment methods 

Payment methods are used to define how payments to suppliers are made. 

Suppliers are normally linked to a standard payment method, which you 
can override at the invoice level, if required. 

When invoices are paid via the remittance system, the payment method 
determines how the payment is treated, for example whether by electronic 
payment file (BACS) or cheque. 

A set of payment methods is predefined for each system setup code and is 
shared with accounts receivable. 

Payment methods are viewed using the Payment methods window (AG03). 

1. Display the Payment methods window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | 
Remittance | Fixed registers | Payment methods. 

 

 

2. Press F7 (or click the Binoculars icon) to display the existing 
payment methods. 

Rows for the entry of different payment methods 
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3. Close the window. 

 

Setting up relations on suppliers 

Relations on suppliers are used to set links to additional information about 
suppliers, and also to group suppliers into reporting structures. 

For example, to report on all suppliers within a particular market sector: 

• Set up a reporting attribute for Sector (50) and each sector as an 
attribute value (EDU-Education: GOV-Government: CHA-
Charities: PRV-Private). 

A relationship can then be defined from supplier to Sector, so that each 
time a new supplier is created, its’ appropriate Sector can be recorded.  
This is input using the Relations on supplier window (GL06): 

1. Display the Relations on supplier window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Fixed registers | 
Relations on supplier: 

 

 

2. Press F7 (or click the Binoculars icon) to display the existing 
relations. 

3. Define SECTOR (50) as a relation on SUPP.ID:  

 Type SECTOR for Relation. 

 Type A for Flag. 

 Type 2 for Sort and Type N for Per.type. 

4. In addition, define SUPP.GRP(AV), as a relation on SUPP.ID  (as per 
SECTOR, but with Sort set as 3. 

5. Save and close the window. 

 Reference:  
Set up of reporting 
attributes for Sector 
is covered in the 
Agresso Financial 
Basics course. 

 

Relation attributes and 
description fields 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Relation settings fields 
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Setting up supplier ID number ranges 

All suppliers are identified in ABW with a unique Supplier ID. This may be 
assigned manually to each supplier record when it is set up, or it may be 
automatically assigned sequentially from a ‘pool’ of predefined numbers.  

The supplier ID number range is set up using Auto-numbering (AG61). 

1. Display the Auto-numbering window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | System setup | Auto-numbering: 

 

In this example we will let the ID reflect the supplier group (Relation 
on supplier) to which the supplier belongs plus the next number in 
the range (Counter) separated by the character – (Separator), for 
example TC-5013: 

  

2. Save and close the window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 1.1: Setting up Credit Terms. 

Exercise 1.2: Setting up Supplier Groups. 

Exercise 1.3: Supplier id Range. 

Exercise 1.4: Setting up Supplier Relations. 

Note: ►  
SUPP.ID attribute 
should have Type set 
to A (Alphanumeric) 
not N (Numeric) for this 
set up. 

Note: ►  
If you want to set up a 
sundry supplier and 
nominate the supplier id to 
be 5999, you need to check 
the Manual check box. 
This can be unchecked 
after the sundry supplier 
has been set up, to ensure 
users use the next number 
functionality. 
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Setting up and maintaining the supplier master file 

The supplier master file contains information about a supplier that is used 
when invoices are received from a supplier, and when you have 
communication with them. 

The information within the supplier master file is accessed from one 
window that has five tabs: 

• Supplier – to view, set up, and maintain the details of suppliers. 

• Address – to view, set up, and maintain the contact details for 
suppliers. 

• Invoice – to view, set up, and maintain the invoice rules and 
payment terms for suppliers. 

• Payment – to view, set up, and maintain the details of payment 
rules when making payments to suppliers. 

• Relation - to view, set up, and maintain the relations to suppliers. 

The supplier register (all suppliers and supplier information) can be shared 
between different companies using ABW. 

The supplier master file is set up using the Supplier window (SU02): 

1. Display the Supplier window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Supplier master file 
| Suppliers: 

 

 

 

Supplier master file tabs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Details for 
the 
selected 
tab 

 Note:  
Company 
information is 
covered in the 
Agresso Financial 
Basics course. 
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Setting up a supplier 

1. Enter new supplier details from the Supplier window (SU02) as 
follows: 

 Tab out of SupplierID field. 

The next available supplier number is allocated to the new supplier 
once the record is saved. 

 Type British Airways for the SupplierID description. 

 Select supplier group TC from the dropdown list. 

 Type Airways for the Short name. 

 Type BA567 for the external Ref. 

2. Click on the Address tab to enter address details: 

 

You can specify different addresses for one supplier. For example 
you can have one address to be used on payments, but a different 
address for general communication. When you first create a contact 
the Address window is displayed for you to enter details when you 
tab off the Type. 

3. Add a general address contact for the supplier: 

 Type Waterside, PO Box 365 Harmondsworth, UB7 0GB for the 
address. 

 Complete any telephone numbers and e-mail addresses as required. 

 Press F11 (or use the Keep icon) to save the address. 

4. Click on the Invoice tab to enter the invoice rules that will apply to 
the supplier: 

Note: ►  
You can use Zoom to 
display the Address 
window for the entry of 
the address after the 
record has been saved. 

 

 

Tip: ►  
Use CTRL and 
Enter to add a 
carriage return in 
the address field 
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5. Add the invoice rules for the supplier: 

 Note default values from Supplier group for: 

 S1 for the Payment terms field. 

 GBP for the Currency field. 

 EN for the Language field. 

 Unless these fields have been fixed on the Supplier group, these 
values can be changed. 

If the new supplier is also a customer you can enter the ABW 
customer number in the CustomerID field. This links the supplier 
record with the customer record, and allows invoices to be netted off 
between the AP and AR ledgers. 
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6. Click on the Payment tab to enter pay rules that will apply to the 
supplier: 

 

7. Check the payment rules for the supplier: 

 Ensure that the Pay method is Cheque. 

8. Click on the Relation tab to enter relations linked to the supplier: 

 

9. Link the Market EU, SECTOR EDU and LOCALITY L to the supplier. 

10. Save the new supplier and note the generated Supplier ID. 

 

Note: ►  
Default Pay Method 
can be changed or 
deleted in System 
Parameter: 
DEF_PAY_MET. For 
demo purposes, 
default has been set 
to Cheque. 
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Copying a supplier to create a new supplier 

1. Display the details of British Airways as follows: 

 Type the British Airways ID number for the SupplierID field. 

 Press Tab. 

2. Remove SupplierID reference and Tab out of field. 

3. Change the details on the Supplier tab as follows: 

 Type Network and Communication for the SupplierID description. 

 Type Network for the Short name field. 

 Type NC675 for the External ref. 

4. Double Click on the Address tab and change the address details: 

 Type Quay Street, Manchester, M3 3HU for the address. 

 Press F11 (Keep). 

5. Save the new supplier. 

 

Setting up sundry suppliers 

Sundry suppliers can be set up to manage irregular suppliers with whom 
you deal on a one-off basis or infrequently. These suppliers do not have 
their details recorded in the supplier master file. Instead you create a 
‘dummy’ (sundry) supplier. When you use this sundry supplier during 
invoice registration posting, you are prompted to enter the name and 
address, and optionally bank information. 

Sundry suppliers are typically set up using the last number of the 
SupplierID range. 

By using sundry suppliers you can reduce the numbers of supplier records 
in the supplier master file, many of which would be simply one-off entries 
which would never be used again. 

 Note:  
SupplierID number 
range needs to be 
set up in Auto-
numbering to allow 
manual allocation of 
a supplier ID. 
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1. Display the Invoice tab from the Suppliers window (SU02): 

 Select Invoice tab for supplier ID 5999: 

 

The Sundry checkbox is switched on for a sundry supplier. 

When you enter transactions using the sundry supplier number, a 
popup window is displayed for you to enter the appropriate company 
name, address, bank account, and VAT registration number. 

You can also use the normal follow up facilities, and make enquiries. 
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Searching for suppliers 

In addition to the Value look up (F9/F7) you can search for suppliers using 
the Show table facility. 

To search using the Show table facility: 

1. Display the Supplier window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Supplier master file 
| Suppliers. 

2. Search for a supplier using the Show Table option: 

 Select Window | Show table or icon . 

The Suppliers window is displayed: 

 

 Press F7 to populate the table. 

 Scroll down the list. 

 Double click on a supplier to display the supplier details: 

 

3. Close the Supplier window. 

 

 Note: 
You can alter the 
setup of this window 
to change what 
information is 
displayed. E.g. to add 
VAT number 
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Self Service application 

It is also possible to set up and maintain the supplier master file on the 
Self Service application. 

1. Log onto the ABW Self Service Client (same login details as you used 
to log onto the ABW Smart Client) assuming your user profile has 
the appropriate access rights, for example: 

 

2. Location of the Supplier master file window (TSU002): 

 Select Accounting | Accounts Payable | Supplier information | 
Suppliers: 
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OR: Procurement | Supplier information | Suppliers: 

 

To add a new supplier: 

 Click the New button on menu bar: 

 

The system greys out the  Supplier Lookup field and opens Supplier 
ID, with ‘[NEW]’ entered if using Auto-numbering.  If no Auto-
numbering defined or the number series allows manual number entry 
of the supplier ID, type in the required supplier ID number.  

Complete the remaining information as you would in the Smart 
Client. 

 Click Save. 

 If using Auto-numbering and manual entry not made: 

• If only one number series exists, the next number in the 
series is assigned. 

• If more than one numbering series exists, the Auto-
numbering page is displayed, allowing you to select a 
series. 
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Select an existing supplier to view or amend: 

 Type in the Supplier ID or name in Supplier Lookup field: 

As characters are input, a window will display supplier records  
matching the input string against ID or Name: 

  

 Click on the appropriate row to select the supplier. 

Or: 

 Click on  to access Value look up. 

  

 To use Value look up, enter search criteria and click Search to view 
the results. Click on the appropriate row to select the supplier and 
return to main supplier window. 

 View or amend details as appropriate. 

 Click Save to save any amendments. 
 

In addition to the same tabs displayed in the Smart Client, there is 
also an Action overview tab, similar to the Action overview pane in 
the Smart Client. 

Log off ABW Self Service Client and return to the Smart Client. 
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Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the followi\ng exercises: 

Exercise 1.5: Creating new Suppliers. 

Exercise 1.6: Copying a Supplier. 

Exercise 1.7: Searching for Suppliers. 

Exercise 1.8: Amending Supplier Details. 
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Action overview 

It is possible to add manual actions to the supplier master file using Action 
overview. In order to use this functionality the following set up is required: 

Attributes 

Check that attribute ACTIONTYPE is set up as follows: 

 

All actions types created in Action type master file are stored as attribute 
values for ACTIONTYPE (A15), allowing you to enforce data control per 
action type. 

Action type master file 

This is used to define action types, which may be used as manual actions in 
Action overview.  

1. Display the Action type master file: 

 Select Common | Action overview and e-mail templates| Action type 
master file: 

 

  

 Note:  
All actions in Action 
overview are client 
specific. This 
means that for 
clients with shared 
registers you must 
make sure that all 
Action types are 
defined in the same 
way in all clients. 
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2. For example to set up a PHONE action type, you could complete the 
details as follows: 

 In Action tab, enter the name of the action type in the field Action 
type and then a description, e.g. Phone. 

 If required enter a longer description in the Text field. If the check 
box Use text value as subject in Action overview is selected, this text 
is used as subject in Action overview. 

 Select type of action you are creating e.g. Manual. 

 For action type Manual, indicate the type of action window to use, for 
example Telephone. 

 For action type Manual, enter the name you want to see on the 
action button in Action overview in the Button field, for example 
Phone: 

 

 In Element type tab, enter one or more element types for which this 
action will apply, for example Supplier. The field Function indicates 
the window or server process in which the element type is used, for 
example Supplier (Supplier master file): 
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 For Telephone action only, select the Connect tab and select one or 
more recipient values. You may use any combination of names, 
roles, attributes and flexi-field values to indicate the contact 
information you want to have available.  

 

 Save (F12). 

3. You can create similar Action types for Memo: 

The Memo window represents the simplest form of action; a 
description of an activity, with a title and dates: 

 

 

 

  

Note:  
This Relation has 
not been set up – 
this is shown as an 
example only 
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4. You can create a similar Action type for Task: 

 

 

5. Open Supplier window and create an action. 

Element Type 

Element type details also come into play in the Action overview window 
types display format and content. This is determined by the Task List, 
Action and Order in the Element Type details window, for each Element 
type selected. 

1. Select Element type details for the element type Supplier and 
ensure the correct checkboxes are switched on: 

 Select AGRESSO Settings | System Admin | System Setup | Element 
types: 
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2. For Element type of Supplier, select Tools | Element type details: 
    

 

Supplier Master File 

1. Open Supplier window to create an action. 

2. To add an action, for example Telephone task to call the supplier to 
report the faulty goods: 

 

a. Click on the Phone button in Action overview. 

b. In the Subject field on the Task tab, enter a description of the action. 
This description cannot be edited once the action is saved. 
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c. Accept or change the start date, and then add a longer description of 
the action in the Description field. 

d. Use the Attribute section to select an attribute and attribute value 
related to the action if needed for reporting purposes. 

e. On the Phone details tab, you may add information about telephone 
calls. This is what you do: 

 

 

i. Enter a description in the Description field, and then click Start call to 
register the time when the call was made. Note that contact 
information is displayed in the Contact information section at the top. 

ii. When you are finished, click End call. You may also edit the start and 
end times in the fields. 

iii. When the call is made, click Add to add the telephone information to 
the table above. 
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f. On the Connect task tab, you may connect one or more items to the 
same action. When you connect other items to an action, this action 
applies to all the connected items. This is how you connect other 
items: 

i. Select an element type or leave the default value in the field 
Element type, and then press the Tab key to go to the next field. 

ii. Add values to refine your search in the fields that are displayed, 
and then click Search. 

 

iii. In the section Available items, select the check boxes of any items 
to which you want to connect the task, and then click the Move to 
selected button.   

vi. Repeat the above procedure to add items from other element 
types. 

   g. Choose Save (F12) on the Data menu. 
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3. To review an action: 

  

 Double click an action to open its action window.   

 Review the information and carry out the action as appropriate. 

 Change the status to Finished once the task is done. 

 Choose Save (F12) on the Data menu. 

4.  If there is a document attached to an action you can click the paper 
clip symbol to open the Document archive and locate the document. 

5.  To enquire on Action overview items for the element type Supplier: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Supplier master file 
| Action overview enquiry – supplier. 

 Select Find (F7) to view all items: 

 

 You can refine the search using the grey search bar by placing the 
cursor in the field upon which you wish to restrict your search and 
enter specific criteria, for example to find telephone actions or items 
based on a certain due date. 
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 To open an action window place the cursor on the relevant row and 
right click or go to the Tools menu, and then select the item you 
want to find details for. This opens the correct master file or 
maintenance window and displays the connected actions in the 
Action overview pane. 
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Session 2 
Registering Supplier Invoices 
 

This session shows you how to register details of supplier invoices in ABW 
as received. 

This session is divided into an introduction and four demonstrations: 

• An overview of supplier invoice registration. 

• Speedy registration of supplier invoices. 

• Full registration of supplier invoices. 

• Amending and deleting registered invoices. 

• Enquiring and reporting on registered invoices. 

In addition, the process to accrue registered supplier invoices will be 
explained. 

By the end of this session you should be able to register a supplier invoice 
using both the speedy and full processes, and also understand how to 
accrue supplier invoices which have been registered. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding the invoice registration process within AP and ABW. 

Understanding how invoices are registered and maintained within 
AP. 

Understanding how registered invoices are accrued. 
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Registering supplier invoices is the third element in the process flow 
through the AP module. 

 

An overview of supplier invoice registration 

Supplier invoice registration allows invoices to be registered as received 
from suppliers, but not immediately posted. Registered invoices can be 
authorised later, after which they can be posted to the General Ledger and 
Accounts Payable. Once an invoice has been posted, it is automatically 
removed from the registered invoice register. 

Registration of supplier invoices is an optional process, and points to note 
are: 

• Details of registered supplier invoices are stored in a separate 
ledger. 

• Registered invoices are still available in report and enquiry 
windows. 

• Registered supplier invoices can be used to generate automatic 
accruals at period end (this is an ABW server process). 

Registered supplier invoices are automatically removed from the register 
on posting.
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There are three methods of registering supplier invoices: 

• Speedy registration – requires only limited information to register a 
supplier invoice in ABW, and also allows you to register multiple 
supplier invoices using the same window. 

• Full registration – requires full details about the supplier invoice 
transaction to register a supplier invoice. 

• Document archive – requires a scanned invoice to register a 
supplier invoice in ABW.  This method is covered in detail in the 
next session. 

Before you can post an invoice using the methods above, certain 
information needs to exist to enable an invoice to be entered and 
processed: 

• Accounting periods. 

• Tax codes. 

• Tax systems (if applicable). 

Before you can perform a speedy registration of an invoice, certain 
information needs to exist: 

• Transaction types (treatment code of 21). 

• The posting cycle for the transaction series attached to the above 
transaction types must be open. 

• Staff responsible for approval of registered invoices must have 
been defined in Invoice authorisation responsibility if using this 
functionality (use of system parameter 
OPTIONAL_RESPONSIBLE). 

Invoices can also be registered for posting to the General Ledger through 
the Financials Contract Accounting (treatment code of 18) and Logistics 
Purchasing (treatment code of 44) Smart Client modules.  These use 
variations of the same entry window (VP10).  All 3 types of invoices 
(supplier, purchase and contract) can also be registered in one single 
registration window, Registration of incoming invoices (VP10), under 
Agresso Financials Incoming invoice register (treatment code of 1). 

Invoice Registration is also possible in Self Service under Accounting 
Module Incoming invoices (TVP002 – treatment code of 2). 

 

◄ Note:  
Speedy registration 
of a supplier 
invoice does not 
validate the 
authorisation limit 
of the responsible 
authoriser. 

 

 

◄ Note:  
Set up of 
accounting periods, 
tax codes, and tax 
system is covered 
in the Agresso 
Financial Basics 
course. 
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Speedy registration of supplier invoices 

Registration of Supplier Invoices window. Speedy registration of invoices is 
particularly useful for registering details of a large number of unbalanced 
invoices quickly. 

Speedy invoice registration requires the following minimum invoice detail: 

• Supplier ID. 

• Invoice number. 

• Person responsible (if the OPTIONAL_RESPONSIBLE parameter is 
selected). 

• Invoice amount. 

1. Display the Speedy registration of supplier invoices window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Invoice Registration 
| Speedy registration of supplier invoices: 

 

2. Check the period and date rec are appropriate. 

3. Register the supplier invoice details: 

 Type 5001 for the SuppID. 

 Type 363636 for the InvoiceNo. 

 Type -55.00 for the Posted Amount. 

4. Save the details. 

5. Make a note of the Registration number and click on OK. 

6. Close the window. 

Note: ►  
You can press F9 
in the SuppID field, 
then F7 to search 
for a Supplier ID. 

 

 

Note: ►  
Enter a positive 
posted amount for 
a credit note and 
select Yes to 
confirm 

 

 

Note: ►  
Trans date will 
default from Date 
Rec’vd but can be 
changed 

 

 

Tip: ►  
Date fields: can use 
+/- to increase 
today’s date by a 
specified number of 
days/months/years 
e.g. +1d to for 
tomorrow’s date 

 

 

Note: ► 
You should 
normally have a 
copy of the 
invoice to hand. 
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Full registration of supplier invoices 

You use the Supplier invoice registration window to enter a full registration 
of supplier invoices using all the available invoice information. Full invoice 
registration requires the following invoice details: 

• Supplier ID. 

• Invoice number. 

• Person responsible (if the OPTIONAL_RESPONSIBLE parameter is 
selected). 

• Invoice amount. 

• General Ledger codes to be allocated against. 

Before you can perform registration of an invoice, certain information 
needs to exist: 

• Transaction types (treatment code of 7). 

• The posting cycle for the transaction series attached to the above 
transaction types must be open. 

In addition, the system set up parameters may affect the data that is 
required when registering an invoice (if these parameters are used): 

• CHK_VOUCHER_DATE – if activated, you cannot enter a date 
outside of the period. 

• SU_CHK_EXT_INV_REF – if activated, the invoice number is 
checked to ensure it has not been used before for the same 
supplier. 

• OPTIONAL_RESPONSIBLE – if activated, determines whether you 
need to enter an invoice authorisation responsibility code. 

• DUE_DATE_CALC_AP – if activated, due date takes bank-free 
days into account (provided the bank holidays register is 
populated). 

• SU_DUE_DATE_ARR – if activated, due date is calculated from 
Date received and Payment terms, rather than from the Invoice 
date. The due data can, however, be changed manually (e.g. to 
include in today’s payment run) and this change is maintained 
when the invoice is retrieved in the Posting window. 

• BALANCE_ARRIVE - if activated, it requires the GL Analysis 
information to be completed during registration. 
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1. Display the Registration of supplier invoices window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Invoice registration 
| Supplier invoice registration. 

At this stage you may be prompted to select a posting cycle if more 
than one posting cycle is open.   

 If this is the case, select a posting cycle, for example IR 

The Supplier invoice registration window is displayed: 

 

2. Display the available view options which allow you to customise the 
setup of the analysis section of the Supplier invoice registration 
window: 

 Place the cursor in the top half of the Supplier invoice registration 
window. 

 Select File | View Options. 

 

Transaction  
table details 

GL analysis 
details 

Note ►:  
You can change 
the set up of the 
window by 
selecting  
Edit | View Options. 

 

 AP analysis 
details 
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You can use the view options to configure the analysis section of the 
Supplier invoice registration window, in particular: 

• AP Invoice – you can select the fields that you want the cursor to 
tab past on the Supplier invoice registration window by 
deselecting these fields. 

• Analysis proposal – you can select the type of analysis proposal 
that you want defaulted on the window e.g. Account rule. 

• Keep option – you can select this to automatically ‘keep’ details 
of supplier invoices that you register using the window, so they 
are moved to the table field section of the window. 

• Startfield – you can select the first field that the cursor moves to 
after each line has been ‘kept’. 

 Select Auto keep (if not already selected) and click OK. 

3. Close the View options window: 

4. Register the supplier and GL analysis details: 

 Press Tab to move out to the SuppID field. 

 Type 5002 for the SuppID. 

 Press Tab to move to the Account field (the AP control account is 
completed automatically from the Supplier group, and other default 
information is completed). 

 Type any further information required by the account rule. 

 Type 700 for the Curr. amount. 

 Press Tab to exit the field. 

A message is displayed asking you if this is a credit note since ABW 
expects you to enter a credit (a negative number) against the AP 
control account: 

 

 Select No. 

◄ Note:  
You can press F9 
in the SuppID field 
and then F7 to 
search for a 
Supplier ID. 
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5. Register the invoice details: 

 Type 161616 for the Invoice No. 

 Tab through the remaining fields to transfer the invoice details to the 
transaction table below, or press F11 (Keep) to keep the transaction 
(if the auto keep option is not checked in the View options). 

6. Enter the GL analysis details of the transaction: 

 Type an Account number (for example 7010). 

 Type any further information required by the account rule (for 
example cost centre CBAR). 

 Type PS for TC (Tax code). 

 Curr. amount defaults to 700 (may need to select Tools | 100% to 
complete the amount to balance the transaction). 

 Tab through the remaining fields to transfer GL analysis details to 
the transaction table below, or press F11 (Keep) to keep the 
transaction (if the auto keep option is not checked in the View 
options). 

7. Save the details: 

 Press F12. 

 Make a note of the transaction number and click OK. 

8. Close the window. 

 

Note ►:  
Use Tools | 100% 

to complete the 
Curr.amount on last 
GL transaction line 
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Amending and deleting registered invoices 

You can use the Supplier invoice registration window to maintain invoices 
you have registered using either the speedy or the full registration process 
to: 

• Amend the details of an invoice that has been registered. 

• Delete an invoice that has been registered. 

You can only delete registered invoices if system parameter 
DELETE_ARRIVE is activated. 

• The following explains the process: 

1. Display the Supplier invoice registration window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Invoice registration 
| Supplier invoice registration 

 Select a posting cycle, if prompted: 

 

2. To amend a registered invoice: 

 Type a transaction number in the TransNo field. 

 or:  

 Press F9 then F7 to search for and select the transaction you require. 

 Amend the invoice details as required then Keep (F11) to transfer 
line to the transaction table. 
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To amend another transaction line, click on the transaction in the 
transaction table then use: 

 Shift + F11 – to transfer the line from the transaction table, make 
the amendments then Keep (F11) to transfer line back to the 
transaction table. 

3. To delete a registered invoice: 

 Type a transaction number in the TransNo field. 

 or:  

 Press F9 then F7 to search for and select the transaction you require. 

 Select Edit | Delete to delete the registered invoice. You will be 
prompted to confirm you want to delete the transaction, select No in 
this case. 

4. Close the window. 
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Enquiring and reporting on registered invoices 

You can enquire and report on invoices that have been registered using 
these windows and reports: 

• Registered invoice enquiries – to run an enquiry on invoices that 
have been registered. 

• SU06 Registered invoices – to obtain a report of registered 
invoices by supplier. 

• SU13 GL transaction analysis for registered items – to obtain a 
detailed report of registered supplier invoices. 

Registered invoices enquiries 

1.  Display the Registered invoices enquiries window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Invoice registration 
| Registered invoice enquiries: 

An Enquiry setup window is displayed: 

 

NOTE: 

• You can use the setup options to perform a tailored search. 

• The same functionality is available as for a standard enquiry 
(templates, sort, change column headings/order, limit search, 
subtotal etc.). 

• You can optionally display Open (posted, not paid invoices) and 
Historical (paid invoices) items by switching on the relevant 
checkboxes. 
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2. Search for registered invoices relating to Supplier 5002: 

 Type 5002 for the Supplier From field. 

 Click OK to perform the enquiry. 

A Registered invoice enquiries window is displayed: 

 

3. Note the TransNo for invoice number 161616. 

4. Close the window. 

Registered invoices 

1. Display the Registered invoices window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Invoice registration 
| Registered invoices:  

 

Note these report parameters: 

• New Page Y/ N – if switched on, a page break is inserted after 
every subtotal in the report print out. 

• Total per Currency Y /N – if switched on, totalling per currency is 
implemented. 

2. Order the report for supplier 5002: 
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 Type 5002 for the Supplier From and To range and Save.  

3. Display the report using the Maintenance of ordered reports window, 
then close the window. 

GL transaction analysis 

1.  Display the GL transaction analysis for registered items window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Invoice registration 
| GL transaction analysis for registered items:  

 

2. Order the report for the transaction number noted in step 3 above: 

 Type the transaction number in the Registration number from and to 
fields. 

 Press Save to order the report. 

3. Display the report using the Maintenance of ordered reports window, 
then close the window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 2.1: Speedy registration of a supplier invoice. 

Exercise 2.2: Full registration of a supplier invoice. 

Exercise 2.3: Enquiring on registered invoices. 
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Exercise 2.4: Reporting on registered invoices. 

 

Accruing for registered supplier invoices 

You can use the Registered invoice accruals (SU14) process to post 
registered invoices in the given period, and to automatically reverse them 
in a specified open period (an alternative reversing period can be chosen if 
necessary). Any unbalanced invoices are balanced against a default 
account. 

The Registered invoice accruals process is an ABW server process that only 
updates the General Ledger; Accounts Payable is not updated.  

The supplier debt account is posted to an interim account defined with the 
system parameter ACC_ARRIVE_ACCRUAL in the System setup parameters 
window.  

Any unbalanced transactions on the GL expense/cost account (i.e. speedy 
registered invoices) are posted to an account defined with the system 
setup parameter ACC_ARRIVE_COST. If ACC_ARRIVE_COST is not set up, 
unbalanced invoices are balanced against an error/suspense account 
defined in the common parameter ERROR_ACCNT. 

The Registered invoice accruals process should only be run at period end 
(i.e. run it once in a period otherwise you will need to reverse posted 
transactions before you run the process a second time). 

The process is: 

1. Display the SU14 Registered invoice accruals window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Invoice registration 
| Registered invoice accruals: 
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NOTE:  

• Posting and reversing periods must be open for posting (set up 
via the Period maintenance window). 

• Transaction type defined for Batch Input (TC is blank) linked to 
an appropriate transaction series. 

• Posting cycle for the transaction series attached to the above 
transaction type must be open for posting. 

• Check the system/common parameters mentioned above. 

2. Complete the report parameters to post an accrual for registered 
invoices for the current period to be reversed in the next period. 

3. Save the report. 

4. Check report output in Maintenance of ordered reports window. 

5. Open the General Ledger transactions window to confirm that the 
transactions have been posted in both periods: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Enquiries | General 
Ledger transactions. 

 Click OK to order and display the report. 

6. Close the window. 
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Session 3 
Document archive 
 

This session introduces you to ABW Document archive. 

This session is divided into two: 

• An overview of the main concepts. 

• The setup required to use document archive for supplier invoices. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding some basic concepts within ABW Document archive. 

Understanding what needs to be set up before document archive 
can be used. 
 

Document archive is the second element in the process flow through the AP 
module although this can be done at any time before you want to attach or 
use electronic images throughout the ABW application. 
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Introduction to ABW Document archive 

ABW’s document archive allows you to attach and use electronic images, 
broadly defined as documents, throughout the ABW application. As a 
result, you may use documents/images in many situations to illustrate, 
document and standardise nearly all operations, both financial and non-
financial. 

Document archive concepts 

Here are some basic document archive concepts. Later you will use 
document in a more specific context. 

ABW’s Document archive includes the following basic, important concepts: 

Concept Definition 

Document 
archive 

A repository for documents. ABW has its own archive, 
which can hold any type of image, movie, diagram, 
spreadsheet etc. Alternatively, ABW may interface with 
an external document archive/management application. 

Library 

A “container” of documents in the document archive. 
An ABW client may have single or multiple libraries. 
Clients may also share libraries. Document libraries and 
library sharing is setup in System administration 
(System setup | Document archive). 

Document 
type 

A virtual folder that holds documents of a particular 
type. The type definition includes information about 
document storage, indexing, formatting and 
attachment. When interfaced with an external archive, 
the type definition provides ABW with the necessary 
information for proper document retrieval. 

Document 
key 

The connection or link between a document and an 
object in ABW, such as a transaction, customer, project 
etc. These keys are predefined in ABW, and determine 
where documents and the document archive can be 
used. A given document key can used with one or more 
document types. 

Index 

A (used-define) list of specific data that is used to 
facilitate document enquiry and use. Indexes make 
documents more dynamic, data-containing items, 
rather than static images. 
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Conditions 

ABW looks for two conditions to determine whether a document can be 
attached in a given context: 

• A relevant document key. These are predefined and delivered 
with ABW. 

• A document type associated with the relevant item (using a 
document key). 

• A relevant item may be an attribute (e.g. cost centre, supplier 
ID) or transaction (e.g. supplier invoice). A “relevant item” is 
determined by the (pre-defined) document key.  

• The document type may or may not include indexed information. 
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Document archive – supplier invoices 

In the following session, we will attach documents (scanned images) to our 
registered supplier invoice transactions. These documents will be loaded to 
the ABW Document archive.   

Upon loading, we will add information to each document that can be 
retrieved along with the image and placed automatically in the proper field 
in the Supplier invoice registration window (VP10). 

ABW allows the following ways to load and store documents: 

• ABW scanning and ABW archive. 

• External scanning and ABW archive. 

• External scanning and external archive. 

In this course, we will use the second, external scanning and ABW archive. 
We assume the scanning is complete, and the documents lie ready to load 
in to the document archive, that is, into the database as BLOBS. 

Library/image setup 

Before we begin the load process above, we must set up the document 
system and library. Most document archive menu items are located under 
AGRESSO Common. A few basic setup items are in Settings | System 
administration | System setup | Document archive. These are Document 
libraries, Document system and Document links. Here is a brief 
description of each: 
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Window Function 

Document 
libraries 

In this window, you define one or more libraries for your 
document archive. A client may have several document 
libraries, or several clients may share one or few. One library 
per client is the default. 

Document 
system 

There are different ways to store documents. The default is 
determined by the value of DS_DEFAULT_DOCSYSTEM, in 
our case ABWBLOB. This and the other forms of document 
storage are: 

 

Document 
links 

We will use a single library, but if we were to share libraries, 
we would link clients and libraries here. 

 

 

Procedure overview 

Once the library, system and links are defined we proceed from document 
type definition to document registration. This entails the following: 

Note: 
If you want to have one 
library per client, you do 
not need to enter 
anything in this window. 
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Step Action 

1 Define a document type in Document type and load ID. 

2 Scan or import your documents using the Document load 
window. Alternatively, import a file. 

3 Prepare new documents for registration using DS03 
Registration import. 

4 

• Register the documents by opening Documents for 
registration, where you double click on a relevant 
document to open the defined registration window. 

OR 
• Open the registration window and choose Documents for 

registration on the Tools menu.   

 

Document type 

Define document type with an index that requires supplier ID, invoice 
number, and amount: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Document archive | Fixed registers | 
Document type. 

 Click on Document type tab and define a document type connected 
to registration of supplier invoices: 

 

 Click on Data entry tab and enable manual data entry for loaded 
documents only via the VP10 data entry window: 
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 Click on the Indexes tab connect to enable data to be entered at 
image capture stage using free-text descriptions to specify data: 

 

 Save. 

Document load ID 

Set up Document load ID – defines numbering format for document load ID 
used in Load: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Document archive | Fixed registers | 
Document load ID: 

 

 Complete the details and Save. 

 

◄ Note: 
The items available in 
Map data are specified in 
Element type details for 
this element type 
(Document column). 
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Document load 

1. Import your scanned invoice documents: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Document archive | Document load | 
Document load: 

 

 Select Load from the Tools menu. 

 For this example we assume that the documents have already been 
scanned, so indicate that the document is retrieved from a file and 
click Browse… to locate the document file (e.g. invoice1 from My 
Documents\Invoices). 

 Select Supplier invoices as Document type (if not already selected): 

 

 Click Load and make a note of the number of pages loaded. 

 Close window to return to Document load. 

 Click on the appropriate row in the table showing the loaded invoice 
and enter a comment (if applicable) and any indexed information (as 
defined in Document type such as Supplier ID). 
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 Save and close window. 

2. You can enquire about documents in the document archive and 
review document information in Document archive enquiry: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Document archive | Document archive 
enquiry: 

 

 You can use the Tools menu options to check documents in and out, 
request maintenance, review history of the selected document, view 
document properties and select a previous version of the document 
for reference purposes. 

 Double click on a row to view the document. 
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Registration import 

Prepare the invoice data for registration by running DS03 Registration 
import: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Document archive | Batch input | 
Registration import: 

 

 Save. 
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Documents for Registration 

Now that the invoice data has been prepared you can now run the 
documents for registration (DS25) process.  This will allow you to register 
the invoice similarly to the full invoice registration discussed in session 2: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Document archive | Documents for 
registration: 

 

 Search (F7) for all documents awaiting registration. 

 Double click on the document you wish to register and the Supplier 
invoice registration (VP10) window will open: 

 

NOTE: The scanned invoice will display on the right hand side of the 
window only if the document type set up early included the Agresso 
Viewer as the default image viewer.  Otherwise you must go into the 
document archive to view the scanned invoice. 

 Tab through to the analysis line and the control account details will 
populate with the indexed data captured in document load. 

 Complete the balancing side of the transaction to account 6010 and 
cost centre CBBR. 

 Save and the invoice is now registered. 
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The registered invoice can now be enquired on in the registered invoice 
enquiry: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Invoice registration l 
Registered Invoice enquiry: 

 

Posting of this type of registered invoice will be discussed fully in the next 
session. 
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Session 4 
Posting Supplier Invoices 
 

This session shows you how to post supplier invoices in ABW to the General 
Ledger. 

This session is divided into an introduction, an overview of the set up 
parameters required, and four demonstrations: 

• An overview of supplier invoice posting. 

• Setting up posting parameters. 

• Manual posting a registered supplier invoice. 

• Automatic posting a registered supplier invoice. 

• Manual posting a supplier invoice directly. 

• Posting supplier invoices in batches. 

By the end of this session you should be able to post supplier invoices 
individually, and in batches. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding the supplier invoice posting process within AP and 
ABW. 

Understanding the parameters that need to be set before posting 
supplier invoices. 

Understanding how registered invoices are posted. 

Understanding how supplier invoices are posted individually. 

Understanding how supplier invoices are posted in batches. 
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Posting supplier invoices is the fourth element in the process flow through 
the AP module. 

 

An overview of supplier invoice posting 

The supplier invoice posting process allows you to post supplier invoices in 
ABW. There are two different manual processes available: 

• Invoices may be posted by retrieving and posting invoices that 
have been registered via the invoice registration process. 

• Invoices may be posted directly without having been registered. 

• An alternative method of automatically posting registered 
invoices is to use the Posting of authorised invoices server 
process (EI03). 

The manual supplier invoice posting process is very similar to full invoice 
registration. All supplier invoice posting is performed using the VP10 
Posting of Supplier Invoices window. 

In addition, you require the following information to post a supplier invoice: 

• The GL analysis that is required. 

• The person responsible for authorising the invoice. 

• The payment terms to be applied. 
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Invoices can also be manually posted to the General Ledger through the 
Financials Contract Accounting (treatment code of 19) and Logistics 
Purchasing (treatment code of 45) Smart client modules.  These use 
variations of the same entry window (VP10).  All 3 types of invoices 
(supplier, purchase and contract) can also be manually posted in one single 
window, Posting of incoming invoices (VP10), under Agresso Financials 
Incoming invoice register (treatment code of 2). 

Manual invoice posting is also possible in Self Service under Accounting 
Module Incoming invoices (TVP002 - treatment code of 2).  

 

Setting up posting parameters 

Before you post supplier invoices you should note that the following must 
be set up: 

• You must have a transaction type with a treatment code of 3 
already defined before you can post supplier invoices. 

• The posting cycle for the transaction series attached to the above 
transaction type must be open.   

• The transaction series assigned to Registering Supplier Invoices 
can also be assigned to Posting Supplier Invoices.  However, 
unless system parameter POSTARRIVE is activated, a new 
transaction number will be assigned to the posted invoice. 

• The supplier must be set up in the Supplier Master File. 

Before you can post supplier invoices in batches, certain information needs 
to exist: 

• An appropriate transaction type must be set up with a treatment 
code of 3, linked to a transaction series with the Batch Y/N 
checkbox switched on. 
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Posting supplier invoices 

Supplier Invoices can be posted using any of these methods: 

• Manual posting a supplier invoice which has been registered 
using VP10. 

• Automatic posting a supplier invoice which has been registered 
using EI03. 

• Manual posting a supplier invoice directly using VP10, i.e. posting 
a supplier invoice that has not been registered. 

Manual posting a registered supplier invoice 

You can use the Posting supplier invoices window to post a supplier invoice 
which has been registered via the Invoice registration process. 

1. Display the Posting supplier invoices window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Invoice posting | 
Posting supplier invoices. 

At this stage you may be prompted to select a posting cycle if more 
than one posting cycle is open: 

 Select a posting cycle, for example P3 Purchase Invoices/Credit 
Notes (if you are given a choice of posting cycles).                       
The Posting of Supplier Invoices window is displayed: 

 

2. Retrieve details of a registered invoice: 

 Press Tab to move to the TransNo field. 

 Type the Transaction Number for Invoice 363636 for supplier 5001, 
then press Tab. 

Note ►:  
You can press F9 

in the TransNo field 
and then F7 to 

search for a 
transaction number 

 

 

Transaction  
table details 

GL analysis 
details 

AP analysis 
details 
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3. Amend and or complete the transaction details as necessary: 

 Keep the transaction line for account 9400. 

 Type 5030 for the Account. 

 Type ZCCBS for the CostC . 

 Type PZ for TC. 

 Keep the GL analysis transaction line. 

4. Post the invoice and remove it from the registration register: 

 Press F12. 

 Note the transaction number assigned. 

5. Close the window. 

6. Confirm that the invoice has been removed from the invoice 
registration register: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Invoice registration 
| Registered invoice enquiries. 

An Enquiry setup window is displayed: 

 

7. Specify the enquiry parameters: 

 Select A - Registered Invoices. 

 Select B – Open Items. 

 Click OK. 

◄ Note:  
The system setup 
parameter 
ARR_MULTI_POST 
allow you to bring 
several registered 
invoices into the 
VP10 window. 

 

 

◄ Note:  
A new transaction 
number will be 
assigned if the system 
setup parameter 
POSTARRIVE is not 
active 
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A Registered invoice enquiries window is displayed which displays 
information on registered invoices, for example: 

 

 

All supplier invoices which have been posted are indicated by a ‘B’ 
register (after the ABW TPS service has posted the transaction). 

8. Close the window. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 4.1: Posting a previously registered supplier invoice (registered 
through VP18 Speedy registration). 

Exercise 4.2: Posting a previously registered supplier invoice (registration 
entered through VP10 Registration). 

 

Registration 
status 
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Automatic posting a registered supplier invoice 

An alternative method of posting registered invoices is to use the Posting of 
authorised invoices server process (EI03). 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Invoice posting | 
Posting of authorised invoices: 

 

This method can pick up all register invoices and post them through to the 
General Ledger in one go. 

 

Prerequisites 

Current functionality of the posting of authorised invoices process requires 
all the TT pre-fixed parameters to be completed, even if you have elected 
not to include certain invoice types – i.e. such as those shown on the EI03 
screenshot on the next page. 

◄ Note:  
This process will not 
post invoices 
registered via speedy 
registration. 
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Therefore, the following transaction type needs to be set up on the A1 
client: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Fixed Registers | Transaction types: 

 

 

Automatic supplier invoice posting may now take place. 

1. Display the Posting of authorised invoices window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Invoice posting | 
Posting of authorised invoices: 

 

 Complete the window as shown above. 

 Save. 

Note: ► 
Using the existing 
transaction series 

for invoice 
registration and 

posting. 

Note: ► 
The default variant of 
this process includes 

a hidden parameter 
to start GL07.  Thus 

on completion of 
EI03, GL07 is 

automatically started 
to post the resulting 

transactions through 
to the GL and AP 

ledgers. 

If GL07 is not 
automatically 

initiated, it must be 
run manually against 
the batchID created 

by this process. 
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2. Confirm that the registered invoices have been removed from the 
invoice registration register: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Invoice registration 
| Registered invoice enquiries: 

 

All supplier invoices which have been posted are indicated by a ‘B’ 
register (after the ABW TPS service has posted the transaction). 

3. Confirm that the transactions are now in the general ledger: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Enquiries | General 
Ledger transactions: 
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Posting a supplier invoice directly 

You can use the Posting of Supplier Invoices window to post a supplier 
invoice directly which has not been registered. 

1. Display the Posting supplier invoices window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Invoice posting | 
Posting supplier invoices. 

 Select a posting cycle, for example P3 (if more than one posting 
cycle open): 

 

2. Enter the supplier details: 

 Tab to the SuppID field. 

 Type 5999 for the supplier ID. 

 Press Tab. 
  

Note: ► 
You can press F9 

in the SuppID field 
and then F7 to 

search for a 
Supplier ID 

Note: ► 
This is only 

available if system 
parameter 

ARR_POST_ 
CONTROL is not 

active 
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You are prompted to enter the details for the sundry supplier: 

 

3. Complete the details as necessary: 

 Type Bob Jones for the Name. 

 Type 3 Old Kent Road, Whitechapel for the Address. 

 Type London for the Town. 

 Click OK. 

4. Complete the invoice line details: 

 Ensure that ZCCBS for Costc gets filled in for you (if in File | View 
options, Account rule was selected for Analysis proposal). 

 Type -445.60 for the Curr.amount. 

 Type 242424 for the Invoice No. 

5. Complete the expense line details: 

 Type 5020 for the Account. 

 Enter CBBS for Costc and H101 for Place. 

 Complete the remaining line details as required by the account rule 
and type PL for TC (Tax code). 

6. Use Tools 100% to balance the transaction and F11 to Keep the line. 

7. Save the transaction and post it to the General Ledger and Accounts 
Payable: 

 Press F12. 

8. Close the window. 

Note:  
If you want to use 
the IBAN account 
for the supplier, use 
the drop down box 
on the Bank 
account type 
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9. Confirm that the invoice has been posted using the Open and 
historical items per supplier enquiry: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Enquiries | Open 
and historical items per supplier. 

 Type 5999 for the SuppID, and then press Tab to move out of the 
field. 

 Press Find (F7): 

 

 

All supplier invoices which have been posted are indicated by a ‘B’ 
Tag (after the ABW TPS service has posted the transaction). 

10. Close the window. 

11. Confirm that the invoice has been posted using the General ledger 
transactions enquiry: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Enquiries | General 
Ledger transactions. 

 Enter AP/AR ID 5999 on line 26 in the ‘From’ field and InvoiceNo 
242424 on line 28. 

 Click OK to perform the enquiry and display the enquiry results: 

 

All posted GL transactions are indicated by a ‘B’ Tag. 

12. Close the window. 

Posting status 
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Posting a credit note 

1. To post a credit note, you follow the same process as posting an 
invoice except Curr. amount will be a positive value for the control 
account transaction line rather than a negative amount. You will be 
prompted to confirm that a credit note is required. 

2. Enter a credit note (number 456456) for supplier 5001 for £55 with 
the contra entry to account 5030 with costc ZCCBS and TC as PZ. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 4.3: Posting a supplier invoice directly. 

Exercise 4.4: Posting a credit note directly. 

Exercise 4.5: Review postings. 
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Using commands in the Posting of Supplier Invoices window 

There are many commands that you can use from the Posting supplier 
invoices window that help you post supplier invoices. All of these 
commands are available from the Tools menu: 

 

Command Description 

Payment See session on Making Manual Payments. 

Change posting 
cycle 

Allows you to change the posting cycle. See also 
Posting supplier invoice in batches. 

Parking Allows you to select either a Get Parked option 
which retrieves a parked transaction, or a Park 
option which parks an invoice. 

Template Allows you to select either a Get Template option 
which allows you to retrieve a template for 
transaction posting, or a Save Template option 
which allows you to save a posting template. 

Text Allows you to enter text that you want written on 
all transaction lines. 
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Command Description 

Description Allows you to enter comments on an invoice (e.g. 
payment information). 

Amend Tax Overrides the calculated tax amount. 

100% Balances the transaction by entering the balance 
amount in the value field on the line in the upper 
part of the window. 

New exchange 
rate 

Overrides the system exchange rate, and allows 
you to enter the amount in the home currency. 

Change AP/AR 
info 

Allows you to maintain sundry supplier 
information. 

Recurring 
journal 

Distributes the costs/incomes of General Ledger 
transactions over several periods using a 
predefined distribution profile. 

Accruals Reverses the transaction in the stated period. 

Re-post Corrects transaction lines. 

Documents for 
registration 

Opens the Documents for registration window, to 
enable you to select documents in the archive 
awaiting registration. 

Transactions 
ready for 
posting 

Opens the Workflow transactions window to 
display finished workflow transactions. 

Workflow 
comment 

To view any workflow comments for that 
transaction. 

Order This is not a valid option for supplier invoices. 

Contract This is not a valid option for supplier invoices. 

Commitment This is not a valid option for supplier invoices. 
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Posting supplier invoices in batches 

Introduction 

Posting supplier invoices in batches allows you to enter header information, 
prior to entry, to be checked when all invoices within the batch have been 
saved.  

Before you can perform posting of an invoice in a batch, certain 
information needs to exist: 

• Transaction series attached to the above transaction types (no 
posting cycle as this is created at the time of creating the batch 
header details), for example: 

  

• Transaction types (treatment code of 3), for example: 

 

Check that these exist, or set them up, before proceeding. 

You can use the Posting supplier invoices window to post supplier invoices 
in a batch. 

1. Display the Posting of supplier invoices window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Invoice posting | 
Posting supplier invoices. 

 If the Change posting cycle window is displayed, do not select a 
posting cycle, but instead select Tools | New batch; otherwise see 
note opposite. 

A New batch window is displayed: 

 

Note:  
If only 1 posting 

cycle is open you 
are taken directly to 
the posting window 

– select Tools | 
Change posting 
cycle, and then 

Tools | New batch 

Note: 
Batch Y/N check 

box must be 
selected in order to 

post the 
transactions in 

batches. 
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2. Enter the batch control details: 

 Type BT for the Trans series. 

 Type the current period. 

 Type N for the Status, the available Status types are: 

  ‘N’ - means that you can use the batch for all periods. 

  ‘P’ - means you can use batch in period defined. 

  ‘T’ - means cancelled. 

 Type 2 for the No of journals. 

 Type 900.00 for the Batch total. 

 Press Save (F12) to save the details and generate a batch ID. 

3. Save the invoice details in the normal way by selecting the posting 
cycle for that batch – this saves the information to a Batch register 
not posted yet. 

4. Post two transactions where the Curr. amount is 800 and 600 (more 
than the batch total entered) to supplier 5001 (invoice number 
696969 and 979797 respectively). Contra entry to account 5030 Cost 
Centre CBBS. 

5. Confirm the batch: 

 Select Tools | Change Posting Cycle. 

 Highlight the batch ID. 

 Select Tools | Confirm batch. 

A message is displayed indicating that the totals do not agree. If 
total of journals does not agree with batch total you can: 

• Enter additional transactions using posting cycle for that batch. 

• Retrieve and amend individual transactions using transaction 
number as a ref in posting window for the posting cycle for that 
batch (use Delete from Edit menu to delete a transaction) e.g. 
delete transaction where Curr. amount is 600. 

• Change batch total using Tools | Change batch e.g. change total 
to 1400. 

• Delete the whole batch using Tools | Change Posting Cycle, 
followed by Tools | Delete Batch. 

◄ Note:  
This results in a 
posting cycle 
being set up for 
the batch input. 
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6. Amend the transaction for £600 – the amount should have been 
£100, then reconfirm the batch. 

 

7. Close windows. 
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Session 5 
Maintaining Open Items 
 

This session shows you how to follow up invoices that have not yet been 
paid to suppliers. 

This session is divided into three demonstrations: 

• Setting up parameters (text types and complaint codes). 

• Viewing invoice information. 

• Changing an invoice status. 

By the end of this session you should be able to check the payment status 
of an invoice, reschedule payment, and record against an invoice. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding the parameters that need to be set up to enable 
invoice maintenance. 

Understanding the changes that can be performed to invoices while 
they remain outstanding. 

Understanding the payment status of invoices. 
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Following up unpaid invoices is the fifth element in the process flow 
through the AP module. 

 

Setting up parameters 

You need to set up the following parameters before you can follow up 
unpaid invoices: 

• Text types for invoice descriptions. 

• Complaint codes. 

 

Setting up text types for invoice description 

Text types for invoice descriptions are used for example when you amend 
an invoice. The description does not appear on an invoice but is used as an 
internal reminder. 

The attribute value ‘P’ is reserved for messages associated with electronic 
payments (BACS) only. 

The text type for invoice descriptions is a shared table which is common to 
suppliers and customers. 

Text types for invoice descriptions are set up using the Text types for 
invoice description window (GL05). 
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1. Display the Text types for invoice description window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Fixed registers | 
Text types for invoice description. 

 

 

2. Define a text type as follows: 

 Type C for the Attr. value. 

 Type Complaint Information for the Description. 

 Type ‘N’ for ‘S’ (status). 

 Press Tab. 

3. Save (F12) the details and Close the window. 

Setting up complaint codes 

Complaint codes are used in conjunction with supplier invoices to record 
reasons for payment problems, such as late payment or not paying an 
invoice in full. 

Complaint codes are set up using the Complaint codes window (GL05). 

1. Display the Complaint codes window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Fixed registers | 
Complaint codes: 

 

 

Complaint code letter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Description of code 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Text type code letter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Description of text type 
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2. Define a new complaint code using the following fields: 

 Type CN for the Attr. value. 

 Type Credit note to be issued for Description. 

 Type N for S (Status). 

This sets up a complaint code called CN for credit notes. 

3. Save the code, and then close the window. 

 

Maintaining open items 

You can amend open invoices that have not yet been paid. 

The tasks that you can perform include: 

• Zoom on an invoice and then update certain invoice information. 

• Change the status of an invoice, for example you can park or 
close an unpaid invoice by resetting its status (parked invoices 
may be reset to normal later if necessary). 

• View the payment transaction (if applicable). 

• Add memo information for internal use. 

• View the GL transactions associated with an invoice. 

• Change AP information for a sundry supplier. 

• View the cheque register. 

To maintain open items you use the Maintenance of open items window 
(SU09). 
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Viewing invoice information 

In this example you can change the due date on an invoice for Ingram 
Micro (UK) Limited. 

1. Display the Maintenance of open items window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | 
Maintenance of open items: 

 

 

2. Select the supplier to use: 

 Type 5001 for the SuppID. 

 Press Tab. 

The supplier details are displayed. 

3. Display open items for the supplier: 

 Press F7. 

All open items are displayed: 

 

Supplier selection List of open items for supplier 
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4. Display statistical information: 

 Move cursor to a row. 

 Select Tools | Statistics. 

 To display Payment History amend the from/to Periods (defaults to 
last 3 months) and press Find (F7): 

 

 Close the window. 

5. Display more invoice details: 

 Move the cursor to a row. 

 Double click on the row to zoom (or select Data | Zoom). 

The invoice is displayed: 

 

6. Change the due date: 

 Type (new date) for the Due Date. 

7. Save the details. 

8. Close windows (Zoom and Maintenance of open items). 
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Changing an invoice status 

In this example you can change the status of an invoice from ‘N’ (Normal) 
to ‘P’ (Parked) so that the invoice is not available for payment. 

1. Display the Maintenance of open items window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | 
Maintenance of open items. 

2. Select the supplier to use: 

 Type 5001 for the SuppID. 

 Press Tab. 

The supplier details are displayed. 

3. Display open items for the supplier: 

 Press F7. 

All open items are displayed. 

4. Display more invoice details: 

 Move the cursor to a row. 

 Double click on the row to zoom (or select Data | Zoom). 

The invoice is displayed. 

5. Change the status: 

 Change the status from N to P (Parked). 

6. You can add a Complaint code to indicate why the invoice is parked: 

 Tab to Compl code and type a complaint code e.g. CN. 

 Select Description (Tools menu option). 

 Select Complaint information from Text type dropdown box.  

 Tab to blank Text row. 

 Enter some text to describe the complaint e.g. Faulty battery. 

 Click OK. 

7. Save the details. 

8. Close windows (Zoom and Maintenance of open items). 

 Note:  
You cannot change 
the status of an 
open item which is 
part of a remittance 
run. 

 Note:  
If a Complaint date is 
set for after Due date, 
payment will be 
delayed until 
Complaint date has 
expired. 
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Using commands in the Maintenance of open items (zoom) window 

There are many commands that you can use from the Maintenance of open 
items (zoom) window that help you maintain open items when you are 
zooming on an invoice. All of these commands are available from the Tools 
menu: 

Command Description 

Paid Displays matched items (not applicable in the 
Maintenance of open items window). 

Description Displays text information entered with the 
invoice. 

Show transaction Displays the invoice transactions in the General 
Ledger. 

Lookup Displays the order, order details or requisition 
in ABW Purchasing. 

Change AP/AR 
info 

Allows you to maintain sundry supplier 
information. 

Cheque register Allows you to perform an enquiry against the 
cheque register which is generated by the 
Cheque (SU11C) server process. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 5.1: Creating a Complaint Code. 

Exercise 5.2: Changing an invoice status. 

Exercise 5.3: Changing an invoice due date. 
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Session 6 
Making Manual Payments 
 

This session shows you how to process and record manual payments made 
to suppliers for invoices issued. 

This session is divided into four demonstrations: 

• Setting up manual payment parameters. 

• Making manual payments. 

• Matching open items manually. 

• Matching open items automatically. 

By the end of this session you should be able to enter details of manual 
payments made to suppliers, and match them against invoices. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding the process of making manual payments to 
suppliers. 

Understanding the matching process to link payments to invoices. 
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Making manual payments and matching manual payments to invoices is 
the sixth element in the process flow through the AP module. 

 

 

Setting up manual payment parameters 

The following must be set up before processing payments manually: 

• A cheque series must be defined against a bank account for 
payments that are to be made by cheque. 

• The Common Parameter UPDATE_CHEQUENO must be active if 
the cheque register is being used. 

• The Common Parameter UPDATE_CASHBOOK must be active if 
Bank Reconciliation is being used. 
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1. Display the CR07 Bank accounts window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Fixed Registers | Bank accounts: 

 

2. Create a bank code: 

 Type NATWEST for the Bank code. 

 Tab and click on OK to message “No occurrences found”. 

 Complete bank tab details, for example: 

• Description: National Westminster. 

• Currency: GBP. 

• Country: GB. 

• Bank Name: National Westminster. 

• Bank account: 54787887. 

• Sort code: 85-01-01, enter as 850101. 

• Bank trans: Cheque number. 

 Complete Address tab details, for example: 

• Address: 65 Main Street, Leicester, LE1 8TD 

 Complete Analysis tab details, for example: 

• Account: 9300. 

• Costc: ZCCBS. 

• Bankacct: N. 
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 Complete Reconciliation tab details, for example: 

 

• Allow autofixing of small differences: Switch on the checkbox. 

• In Maximum difference to allow autofix, enter the maximum 
amount for small differences to be automatically fixed: 0.02. 

• In Maximum difference % to allow autofix, enter the maximum 
percentage of the total amount that small differences can be: 
0.1. 

• In Cashbook differences account, select the account to which 
small differences are posted: 9998. 

• In Cashbook differences transaction type, select the transaction 
type for small differences: General Journal. 

 Save the details, tab to refresh the window. 
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3. Create a cheque series in the Cheque series window: 

 Select NATWEST bank in Bank accounts window. 

 Select Tools | Cheque Series: 

 

4. Complete the cheque series definition, for example: 

 Type an ID for the Cheque series field to identify the series: A1. 

 Enter a description of the series in the Description field: Accounts – 
Manual payments 1. 

 Type the first cheque number in the series in the Cheque number 
from field: 200001. 

 Type the last cheque number in the series in the Cheque number to 
field: 200500. 

 Define the cheque status: N (Active). 

 Set the Assignm value to Manual (set to Automatic if the cheque 
register is updated automatically by the cheque routine – Session 8). 

5. Save the definition, and then close the window. 

6. Save the Bank account details, then close the window. 

7. Update the Common parameter UPDATE_CHEQUENO so that it is 
active, in order to update the cheque register with cheque payments.  
 
The value should also contain the manual cheque series values, for 
example A1, in order to update the cheque register with manual 
payments. 

◄ Note:  
Where there is 
more than one 
manual cheque 
series, use a 
semicolon to 
separate the values 
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Making manual payments 

You use manual payments when you want to post payments made to a 
supplier manually (rather than use one of the automatic payment 
routines). This automatically matches the payment to an invoice. You can: 

• Make a manual payment and match it with the appropriate 
supplier invoice. 

• Make a manual payment and match it with the appropriate 
supplier. 

• Match credit notes to supplier invoices (you can also do this using 
supplier and customer IDs). 

• Reallocate invoices which have been posted to the wrong 
supplier. 

• Review posted payments in Accounts Payable and the General 
Ledger. 

Making a manual payment with a supplier invoice 

To make a manual payment where you know the invoice number: 

1. Display the Manual payment window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | Manual 
payment. 

When you open the window, the Change posting cycle window may 
be automatically displayed for you to select the appropriate posting 
cycle, if more than one has been set up. 

Double click on the posting cycle you want if prompted. The current 
period (determined by the posting cycle) is displayed in the Period 
field. 

 

 

Fields for details of the selected invoice 
Rows for list of invoice lines 

Row for General Ledger 
analysis for the invoice 

Row for accounting period 
and supplier selection 
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2. Enter the bank account details: 

 Type 9300 for the Account (or choose a bank account from the chart 
of accounts using F9/F7). 

 Complete any other Attribute values, as required by the account 
rules. 

 Type -800.00 for the Curr. Amount. 

 In the Text field enter ‘Manual Cheque 200001’ (this appears on the 
bank account line in the general ledger, it is helpful for bank 
reconciliation). 

 Press Tab until the entry appears in the table or press F11 (Keep). 

3. Display the Payment window: 

 Select Tools | Payment: 

 

 

 

4. Enter the payment references: 

 Type the cheque number reference for the Payment ref (this is 
mandatory and it must be numeric), e.g. 20001.   

 Type the text to appear in the Text box of the AP control account for 
the Text (this is optional).  It also appears in the text column of the 
cheque register and open and historical enquiries if the parameter 
mentioned in the note is active. 

Rows for details of invoices 
available for payment 

Fields for invoice payment 
amounts 

◄ Note:  
The Common 
Parameter 
UPDATE_ 
CHEQUENO 
controls the use of 
this field. 
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5. Enter the invoice details: 

 Put the cursor in the InvoiceNo field and enter 696969 as invoice 
number. 

 Make sure the invoice being paid has the left hand box crossed (or 
click on the box to change the setting as required). 

The Paid box is automatically populated with the outstanding value 
(unpaid amount) of the invoice. 

6. Save the details by pressing Save (F12). 

The window is closed and you return to the Manual Payment window. 
The invoice appears as a line item at the bottom of the window. The 
original control account, linked to the invoice, is used. This is now a 
balanced GL transaction. 

7. Save the details. 

 

Making a manual part payment without an invoice number 

To make a manual part payment where you do not know the invoice 
number: 

1. Display the Manual payment window. 

2. Select the posting cycle that you want. 

3. Enter the bank account to use: 

 Choose a bank account from the chart of accounts for the Account 
(use F9/F7 if required), for example 9300. 

 Complete any other Attribute values, as required by the account 
rules. 

 Type -30.00 for the Curr. amount (which represents a part 
payment). 

 In the Text field enter ‘Manual Cheque 200002’. 

 Press F11 (Keep). 
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4. Display the Payment window: 

 Select Tools | Payment: 

 

 

 

5. Enter the payment references: 

 Type the cheque number reference for the Payment ref, for    
example 200002. 

 Type the text to appear in the Text box of the AP control account for 
the Text. 

6. Call up the search criteria: 

 Press F7: 

 

To find an invoice you can enter search criteria in the various fields 
and then click OK. Invoices that match the criteria are displayed. 

Rows for details of invoices 
selected for payment 

Fields for invoice payment 
amounts 
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7. Search for invoices: 

 Type 5001 for the SuppID. 

 Click OK. 

Matching invoices are displayed. 

You can select one of these invoices to match the payment by 
selecting the checkbox on the left-hand side of the row for the 
invoice. 

8. Select invoice 979797 in the list. 

The Paid box is automatically populated with the outstanding value 
(unpaid amount) of the invoice.  

9. Replace this outstanding value with the part payment figure: 

 Type -30 over the figure in the Curr payment field 

Or: 

 Select Tools | 100% 

 

The Paid box now reflects the part payment amount and agrees back 
to the posted amount. 

10. Save the details. 

The window is closed and you are taken back to the Manual Payment 
window. The invoice appears as a line item at the bottom of the 
window. The original control account, linked to the invoice, is used. 
This is now a balanced GL transaction. 

11. Save the transaction. 
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Matching a credit note to a supplier invoice 

To match a credit note to a supplier invoice (both previously posted): 

1. Display the Manual payment window, but before entering any data, 
select the Payment window: 

 Select Tools | Payment: 

 

 

 

2. Enter the payment references: 

 Type a note that this is a matching item for the Payment ref. 

 Type the text to appear in the Text box of the AP control account for 
the Text. 

3. Call up the search criteria: 

 Press F7: 

 

Rows for details of invoices 
selected for payment 

Fields for invoice payment 
amounts 
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To find an invoice and credit note you can enter search criteria in the 
various fields and then click OK. Invoices/credit notes that match the 
criteria are displayed. 

4. Search for invoices and credit notes: 

 Type 5001 for the SuppID. 

 Click OK. 

All open items are displayed: 

You can select the appropriate matching invoice and credit note by 
selecting the checkbox on the left-hand side of the row for both 
items. 

4. Select the invoice and credit note that match in value. The Paid box 
and the Posted amount box show zero: 

 

6. Save the details. 

The window is closed and you are taken back to the Manual Payment 
window (VP10). The invoice and credit note appears as two line 
items at the bottom of the window. The original control accounts, 
linked to the invoice and credit note, are used. This is now a 
balanced GL transaction. 

7. Save the details. 
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Reallocating invoices which have been posted to the wrong supplier 

To reallocate an invoice that has been posted to the wrong supplier: 

1. Display the Manual payment window. 

2. Enter the Period and the transaction date (the date of the invoice). 

3. Complete the SuppID (5001) and invoice details (-445.60 GBP, 
invoice number 242424, then ‘keep’ the transaction to the table 
field. 

4. Display the Payment window to reallocate the invoice: 

 Select Tools | Payment: 

 

 Type a reason for the reallocation in the Payment ref field (for 
example Wrong supplier). 

 Optionally type a reason in the Text field. 

 Select the invoice that you want to match against (invoice 242424 
for supplier 5999) or use F7. Check the relevant check box has been 
selected (left hand box marked with a cross against the appropriate 
invoice). 

 Save the details (the Manual payment window is redisplayed). 

 Save the balanced transaction. 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 6.1: Posting a full payment (invoice number known). 

Exercise 6.2: Posting a full payment (invoice number unknown). 

Exercise 6.3: Posting a part payment. 

Exercise 6.4: Matching a credit note to a supplier invoice. 

◄ Note:  
You may need to 
use Tools | 100% 
to update 
Curr.payment 
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Reviewing posted payments in Accounts Payable and General 
Ledger 

The following updates are made for posted payments: 

• TPS updates the transaction tables. 

• Full payments are moved to historic items in Accounts Payable. 

• The Cash Book is updated (if the parameter UPDATE_CASHBOOK 
is active). 

• The Cheque Register is updated (if the parameter 
UPDATE_CHEQUENO is active). 

• The bank account is updated in the General Ledger. 

To review posted payments: 

1. View the paid invoice in Open and historical items per supplier: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Enquiries | Open 
and historical items per supplier: 

 

 

 

2. Specify a supplier ID: 

 Tab out of SuppID and type 5001 for the supplier ID. 

 Press Tab. 

3. Use the search bar to select paid invoices: 

 Type C in the T field. 

 Type 696969 in the InvoiceNo field. 

 Press F7. 

A further line is displayed showing payment details for the invoice. 

Supplier selection Row for list of open and 
historical items 
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4. Select invoice line and select Tools | Paid to view the corresponding 
entry, and then close window. 

 

5. View the posted transactions in General Ledger transaction 
enquiries. 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | General Ledger | Enquiries | General 
Ledger transactions: 

 

 

6. Type in search criteria using the Enquiry setup window, for example 
to display AP/AR ID and invoice number for postings to account 
9400, sorted and subtotalled by AP/AR ID where TT is GJ, then click 
OK. 

All items posted as a result of each payment are displayed. 

7. Close the window. 

 

Rows for list of transactions 
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Matching open items manually 

The matching of open items transfers open items to the register for historic 
items, and can be used as an alternative to Tools | Payment in the VP10 
window. This can be relevant if you want to match a credit note or an 
advance payment against an invoice so that the total becomes zero. 

Note the following when using the Manual matching open items window 
(VP21): 

• This does not allow partial matching. 

• It requires that the items have been originally posted to the 
same AP account. 

• It does not provide you with a GL transaction or a unique 
transaction number. 

 
NOTE: You may want to set up a separate transaction series, since the operation 
although creates a transaction number, does not create a General Ledger 
transaction, so when you make an enquiry in the General Ledger it would appear 
that there are holes in the transaction series. In addition, the Paid command in the 
Tools menu in the AP enquiry windows does not show these transactions as 
linked. 
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Confirming setup details 

Check that a transaction type is set up in the Transaction types window 
(CR04). The transaction type must have a treatment code of 15. 

Check that the transaction type with a treatment code of 15 is attached to 
a transaction series with an open posting cycle in the relevant period. 

Matching an open item 

1. Post an invoice with the following details: 

• SupplierID of 5001. 

• Amount for £350. 

• Invoice number of 434343. 

• Use an expense account for the analysis side of the entry. 

2. Post a credit note with the following details: 

• SupplierID of 5001. 

• Amount for £350. 

• Credit note number of 373737. 

• Use an expense account for the analysis side of the entry. 

3. Display the Manual matching open items window (VP21): 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | Manual 
matching open items 

 

 

 

The current period is automatically displayed. 

Fields for supplier and period 
selection 

Rows for list of open items to 
match 
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4. Enter the supplier details: 

 Select SuppID from the dropdown list (if not selected). 

 Type 5001 for the SuppID. 

 Tab to the InvoiceNo field. 

5. Search for an open invoice and a credit note using Find: 

 Press F7. 

 Select OK. 

All open items for the supplier are listed in the Manual matching 
open items window. 

6. Select the items to be matched: 

 Select the checkbox at the start of each row. 

 The amount must equal zero. 

7. Save the details. A confirmation transaction number is displayed: 

 

8. Select OK. 

9. Close window and view transaction in Open and historical items per 
supplier enquiry. 
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Matching items automatically 

Automatic matching is performed on a one-to-one basis between the 
invoice and the payment. Both the Amount field and SuppID field have to 
match completely, while other criteria for the match may first be specified 
in the Setup match window. 

Confirming setup details 

Check that a transaction type is set up in the Transaction types window 
(CR04). The transaction type must have a treatment code of 11.  

Check that a transaction series linked to the transaction type above has an 
open posting cycle for the relevant period. 

Matching items automatically 

1. Display the Setup match window (CS16): 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | Setup 
match: 

 

 

2. Specify the setup to match just Amount and SuppID: 

 Type 1 for the # sequence no. 

 Type P for the AP/AR Type (AP/Supplier transactions). 

 The Ap/Ar ID checkbox should be switched on. 

Rows for entry of setup items 
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3. Save the details. 

There are several other fields in the setup that you can use, if 
required: 

• Attribute - overlying matching attribute – setup will only apply to 
this attribute - accounting analysis attribute on the AP control 
account – can be blank. 

• AttrVal – attribute value for Attribute – can be blank if Attribute 
blank - wildcards are allowed. 

• Attribute 1,2,3,… - accounting analysis attributes if relevant – 
can be blank (Click Setup from Tools menu to see more fields). 

• Mult. Match - Indicates whether or not you want to activate 
multiple matching (invoice and payments match). 

• Part match - Indicates whether or not you want to activate part 
matching (invoice and payments match). 

4. To enter two transactions that can be matched, display the Posting 
supplier invoices window (VP10) and post the following invoice and 
credit note as separate transactions, with corresponding entries to 
Account 5030; Costc ZCCBS; TC 0; Cur the same as the invoice: 

SuppID  Cur Curr.Amount  InvoiceNo  
5002   USD -650.00  414141   
5002   USD   650.00 (CN)  424242   

5. Use Open and historical items per supplier enquiry to check these 
transactions have been posted, then close the window. 
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6. Display the SU18 Automatic match window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | 
Automatic match: 

 

This server process searches through an accounts payable account 
according to the selection criteria and matches payments against 
invoices according to the setup defined in the Setup match window. 
The payment difference defined in Company information (Setup) is 
allowed. 

7. Specify the match details: 

 Run process for supplier 5002. 

 Accept the default Period displayed (this must be completed although 
it is not mandatory). 

 Transaction type – one set up with a Treatment Code of 11. 

There are several other parameters that you can use if required: 

• Trans type correction – if a correct posting is required depending 
on the definition of AP/AR ID in Setup Match.  

• Normal posting – this parameter is important in ABW Cash 
Accounting where on-accounts/prepayments occur in a different 
accounts receivable/payable account to normal: 

• If switched on, complete posting is always performed 
even if a move from open to historical items is possible. 

◄ Note:  
The system will look 
for matching 
transactions posted 
in periods up to and 
including this posting 
period. 
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• If switched off, movement of open item to historic items is 
only performed (there is no posting to the General 
Ledger).  

8. Save the details. 

9. Display the Open Maintenance of ordered reports window and review 
the status of the SU18 process. 

This server process does not produce any reports. It simply moves 
open items to historical items.  

Select Show message from the Tools menu to view the message: 

If no matches were made: No rows. Report stops. 

If there are matched transactions: Report CS18 ended OK! 

10. Perform an enquiry in Open and historical items per supplier to 
confirm that the transactions are now historic items. 
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Session 7 
Processing Remittance Proposals 
 

This session shows you how to process remittance proposals. 

This session is divided into an overview of remittance preparation and five 
demonstrations: 

• An overview of remittance preparation. 

• Creating a remittance proposal. 

• Amending a remittance proposal. 

• Rerunning a remittance proposal. 

• Confirming a remittance proposal. 

By the end of this session you should be able to. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding the process of remittance processing. 

Understanding how to create, amend, and re-run a remittance 
proposal. 

Understanding how to confirm a remittance proposal to group a 
proposal into actual payments. 
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Processing remittances is the seventh element in the process flow through 
the AP module. 

 

 

An overview of remittance preparation 

Remittances enable you to handle payments to suppliers directly from 
within AP (the process is the same as preparing remittances in Accounts 
Receivable). 

To run the remittance process you MUST have some invoices to pay. 

To prepare remittances for suppliers you use the following windows: 

• SU07 Remittance proposal – to search for all open credit items to 
include in a remittance proposal. 

• Maintenance of remittance proposal (SU06) – to make 
amendments to the items included in a remittance proposal. 

• SU07 Rerun of Updated Remittance Proposal – optional, if any 
changes have been made to a proposal in the above step. 

• SU08 Remittance confirmation – to group a proposal into actual 
payment orders. 
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Creating a remittance proposal 

You use the SU07 Remittance proposal window to search for all 
outstanding supplier invoices items to include in a remittance proposal, 
based on the parameters entered. 

1. Display the SU07 Remittance proposal window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | 
Remittance | Remittance proposal: 

 

2. Enter the proposal details: 

 Leave the Remittance proposal ID field as default. Each time you run 
this in any one day, should increment number; otherwise only first is 
registered. 

 Change the Due date by 2 months. Unpaid invoices with a due date 
on or earlier to date entered in Due date will be included in the 
proposal. 

 Select CH for the Pay method. 

 Select Supplier ID range 5000 to 5900. 
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3. Save the details to run the process. 

There are several other parameters that you can use, if required: 

• Type the maximum cash sum available for paying invoices for the 
Max amount on remittance with priority. Invoices will be sorted 
according to priorities on the supplier master file (Payment tab). 

• Leave the Credit note due check checkbox switched off to include 
all credit notes regardless of their due dates. If switched on, only 
credit notes with due date on or before the Due date specified 
will be included. 

• Leave the Payment bank field blank – this is the bank account to 
be used for the payment transactions. 

4. Display the Maintenance of ordered reports window and view SU07 
outputs on window: 

 Select Tools | Show report printout. 

The server process should produce the following printouts: 

• SU07A Rejections (usually parked invoices) with rejection code. 

• SU07B Remittance proposal. 

• SU07C Bank list. 

5. Review the error messages that may occur: 

• Complaint Code - the invoice has a complaint entered against it 
and is not ready for payment (this may be entered in the 
Maintenance of open items window).  

• Status - the invoice is parked or closed (Status ‘P’ or ‘C’). 

• Supplier closed - the supplier is closed for payment (Status ‘P’ or 
‘C’). 

• Invalid bank code - the bank code has not been entered or is 
invalid (defined in the Bank accounts window). 

• Invalid country code - the country code has not been entered or 
is invalid (defined in the Countries window in ABW System 
Administration). 

• Debit balance - the supplier has a net debit balance; i.e. owes 
you money, so there is no outstanding balance. 
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• Invalid payment recipient - the payment recipient is not valid. 
Payment recipients (factors) are defined in the Payments 
recipient window. 

• Invalid payment method - the payment method is invalid in 
connection with the currency of the invoice. Alternative payment 
methods may be defined in the window System Setup 
parameters (using the system parameter 
SEC_PAY_MET_FOREIGN) in ABW System Administration. 

6. Review the status of an item in the remittance proposal: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Enquiries | Open 
and historical items for all suppliers. 

 Type in search criteria using the Enquiry setup window of 
SuppID From 5000 To 5900: 

 

Check that the status is ‘R’ on those items, where payment method 
(PM) is CH. This status prevents the item being paid manually, or 
included in a new remittance proposal. 
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Amending a remittance proposal 

You use the Maintenance of remittance proposal (SU06) window to make 
amendments to the items included in a remittance proposal. 

1. Display the Maintenance of remittance proposal (SU06) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | 
Remittance | Maintenance of remittance proposal: 

 

2. Select the Remittance ID allocated when the proposal was created 
and press F7 to list all items in the proposal. 

You can now: 

• Delete the whole proposal, make any necessary adjustments in 
Maintenance of open items and run SU07 again, or: 

• Make any necessary adjustments in Maintenance of remittance 
proposal, then rerun the updated proposal, to produce new 
report outputs, or: 

• Make any necessary adjustments in Maintenance of remittance 
proposal, and then run remittance confirmation (no updated 
output reports). 

The following additional options are available: 

• Select Tools | New amount to change amount to be paid on the 
invoice (e.g. change payment for invoice 161616 as a part 
payment i.e. amount less than original amount, Save). 

• Select Edit | Delete row to delete invoices from the proposal 
whilst on a specific invoice. This gives the opportunity to Park the 
invoice. (Remove invoice 324 from the proposal, do not Park the 
invoices, Save). 

• Select Tools | New transaction to include a new invoice posted 
since the remittance proposal was run (add a new invoice, could 
use the one that has just been removed, complete Bank and 
Save). See Notes that follow. 

• Select Edit | Delete – given the option to Park all invoices – this 
only deletes the invoices displayed in the table field.  
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You must Save any additions or amendments to execute the change. 

3. Close the window. 

 

Notes on: Tools | New Transaction.  

The remittance process generates separate payments if payment dates are 
different to the other invoices in the proposal.  The payment date 
calculated for transactions added using Tools | New transaction will be their 
due date.  So you could say if invoices have different due dates to those 
already in the proposal for that supplier, this will result in more than one 
payment per supplier. 

A way round this is to select the Fix Pay Date parameter in the SU08 
Remittance Confirmation. 

However, the calculation of the payment date from due date means that if 
the payment terms of the supplier would have entitled you to a discount, 
this process will not claim the discount. 

Adding invoices using this function is limited to invoices for suppliers not 
already in the proposal and for which there are no discounts to be taken.  
But it does allow you to pick up an invoice which has a due date beyond 
the due date used to generate the remittance proposal. 

Using the function to run the remittance proposal a second time, may be a 
better way of adding invoices in. 
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Rerunning a remittance proposal 

There are 2 methods you can use to rerun a remittance proposal: 

• Rerunning an updated remittance proposal. 

• Running a remittance proposal for second time. 

Rerunning an updated remittance proposal 

This process has to be run if amendments are made to CIS payments. 

If you make amendments to non CIS payments, this process is optional.  
However, some businesses may prefer that you use this process to produce 
updated reports to reflect the changes made in SU06 Maintenance of 
Remittance Proposal. 

You use the SU07 Rerun of updated remittance proposal window to 
regenerate a proposal in accordance with the changes that you have made 
in the Maintenance of remittance proposal window. The rerun includes 
amendments to the proposal only; it does NOT pick up newly posted 
invoices. 

1. Display the SU07 Rerun of updated remittance proposal window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | 
Remittance | Rerun of updated remittance proposal: 

 

2. Enter the Remittance proposal ID (same one used throughout the 
remittance process), and then Save. 

3. Display the Maintenance of ordered reports and view SU07 outputs 
on window: 

 Select Tools | Show report printout and view reports. 
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Running a remittance proposal for a second time 

You use the SU07 Remittance proposal window to include amendments to a 
proposal, and to pick up any newly posted invoices since the original 
proposal was run. By entering the same remittance proposal id, the 
amendments made in SU06 Maintenance of Remittance Proposal are 
retained and you can pick up any newly posted invoices. 

1. Display the SU07 Remittance proposal window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | 
Remittance | Remittance proposal: 

 

2. Enter the Remittance proposal ID (same one used throughout the 
remittance process), change the due date for 2 months later, 
payment method as CH, SupplierID from 5000 to 5900 and then 
Save. 

3. Display the Maintenance of ordered reports and view SU07 outputs 
on window: 

 Select Tools | Show report printout and view reports. 

4. Display remittance in Maintenance of remittance proposal, remove 
all items (but do not park them) apart from invoice 161616 and 
amount to be paid is £650. Save changes and close window. 
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Confirming a remittance proposal 

You use the SU08 Remittance confirmation window to group a proposal into 
actual payments (groups by supplier, pay date, bank account, currency and 
BACS code). 

1. Display the SU08 Remittance confirmation window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | 
Remittance | Remittance confirmation: 

 

The following parameters are available (Select Tools | Show fixed 
parameters to view all parameters): 

• Calculate payment curr. - if the payment is to be made in a 
different currency to the invoice. 

• Hidden parameters - Change user, Debit balance, Fixed pay date. 

• Change user:  
 
0 = user who ordered proposal is same as user who orders 
confirmation. 
 
1 = user who ordered proposal may be different to user who 
orders confirmation. 
 
2 = user who ordered proposal must be different to user who 
orders confirmation. 

2. Enter the remittance ID (the same as used on the proposal). 

3. Save the details. 

4. Display the Maintenance of ordered reports window and review the 
SU08 output reports. 
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5. Display the Payment Maintenance window (SU10): 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | 
Remittance | Payment confirmation | Payment maintenance: 

 

Search for the remittance and review the status: 

• Status ‘K’ Confirmed - the payment has been confirmed using the 
server process SU08 Remittance confirmation. 

• ‘S’ Sent - payment files or forms have been produced and ABW 
assumes that payment has been transferred. 

• ‘M’ - The payment file or written transfer has been received by 
the bank. The status will automatically be set to M after the 
server process SU12/SU12T has been run and the bank has sent 
an electronic return file confirming receipt of the file. 

• ‘A’ Paid - the invoice has been paid by the bank or updated using 
Tools | Post (these will be posted by the server process Update 
General Ledger with payments (SU09) which is covered in the 
next session). 

• ‘B’ - the electronic payment has been settled against a credit 
note at the bank (this is only applicable to Swedish banks). 

• ‘E’ - the payment is in error. The return file from the bank 
confirming receipt of the electronic payment reports an error. 
The error status can be changed using Tools | Remove error 
status. 

6. Review the status of an item included in the remittance proposal: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | 
Maintenance of open items. 

 Select SupplierID 5002. 

 Check that the status of invoice 161616 is ‘I’. 

 Save and Close the window. 

 Note:  
All invoices/ 
payments marked A 
will be posted by the 
server process 
Update General 
Ledger with 
payments (SU09). 
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7. We have looked at the Remittance process for cheque payments. 
You need to repeat the process for BACS payments: 

a. Run Remittance proposal: 

i. Change Remittance proposal ID (so unique number). 

ii. Change Due date to a month later. 

iii. Payment method is IP.  

iv. Select a supplier range or leave it blank to pick up all 
suppliers using a BACS payment method. 

b. Review SU07 reports and check details in Maintenance of 
remittance proposal. 

c. Run Remittance confirmation and review SU08 report outputs. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 7.1: Preparing, Maintaining and Confirming Remittance Proposal. 
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Session 8 
Processing Payments 
 

This session shows you how to process and make automatic payments to 
suppliers for invoices received. 

This session is divided into four demonstrations: 

• Setting up payment parameters. 

• Making payments by cheque. 

• Generating a BACS file. 

• Confirming payments. 

By the end of this session you should be able to process payments for 
suppliers, and generate automatic payments. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding the processing required for confirming payments to 
suppliers. 

Understanding which payment parameters must be set up. 

Understanding the payment process required for cheques. 

Understanding the payment process required for BACS. 

Understanding the methods to confirm payments to suppliers. 
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Processing payments is the eighth element in the process flow through the 
AP module. 

 

Setting up payment parameters 

Confirm the following are set up (or set them up) before processing 
payments: 

• The payment bank details must be defined, e.g. Supplier for all 
currencies from NATWEST bank: 

 

• The cheque series must be defined against a bank account if 
payments are to be made by cheque, e.g. A3 Printed Cheques 
range 100001 to 105000 with Automatic update: 
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• The Common Parameter UPDATE_CHEQUENO must be active if 
the cheque register is being used. 

• The Common Parameter UPDATE_CASHBOOK must be active if 
Bank Reconciliation is being used. 

• A Transaction Type with Treatment Code IP must be defined to 
update the General Ledger with payment transactions from the 
remittance process. 

• The Transaction Type must be linked to a transaction series 
which is open for posting (posting cycles). 

You may also need to consider: 

• What payment method is to be used. 

• What currencies are to be used for payments. 

• Are any reviews or amendments required before payment is 
made. 
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Making payments by cheque 

1. Display the SU11C Cheque window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | 
Remittance | Payment forms processing | Cheque: 

 

2. Enter the cheque details: 

 Leave the Transfer bank field as default. 

 Select a remittance proposal ID for the remittance proposal ID field. 

 Select the reference for the bank account. 

 Select the Cheque series for automatic numbering (you can enter an 
initial cheque number to override this). 

Additional options are available as follows: 

• Printout and Post (selection not recommended).  Printout would 
be selected if you have access to the printer and it is ready for 
use.  It is not recommended to have post select, as you need to 
check there are no damaged or misaligned cheques before 
updating the General Ledger. 

• Hidden Parameters - Initial cheque number (may be required to 
override the next number in the automatic cheque series e.g. 
printing problems, Domestic Y/N (Payments in foreign currencies 
need to switch off the checkbox). 

3. Save the details. 

 

Note: 
If Post values are 
set to 1 – 3, the 
server process 
Update General 
Ledger with 
payments (SU09), 
will be prepared or 
initiated. 

Note:  
The Transfer bank 
field is only used in 
cheque payments 
within Scandinavia. 
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4. Display the Maintenance of ordered reports window and review 
SU11C output reports. There are two outputs:  SU11C is the cheque 
itself, and the SU11CA is a confirmation reporting with total number 
of cheques produced and total value. 

5. Display the Payment maintenance window and review the output: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | 
Remittance | Payment Confirmation | Payment maintenance: 

 

• The Domestic checkbox should be switched on (i.e. cheques in 
base currency of the client – GBP for the training client). 

• Prior to printing the cheques the status of the transaction were 
set at ‘K’.  Once cheques have been printed the status changes to 
‘S’.  
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Reprinting cheques 

The Reprint Cheques option allows you to request cheque reprints, if 
cheques are damaged during printing. 

1. Display the Reprint Cheques window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | 
Remittance | Payment forms processing | Reprint cheques: 

 

You cannot run this process if cheques are posted to GL, i.e. if the 
Post Option is set to 2 on SU11C. The options that you can use on 
the window are: 

• Batch ID from the dropdown list. 

• Damaged cheque from and to (the actual numbers which should 
coincide with those allocated by ABW). 

• Reprint PaymentID is numbered 1 to n within each Remitt ID 
(PayID column). 

• Hidden parameter of Initial cheque number may need to be used 
if you are required to jump over a range of cheques, e.g. if they 
damaged prior to printing. 

2. Once you have run the report, you can display the Maintenance of 
ordered reports window and review SU11D output reports. 
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Displaying the cheque register 

The Cheque register window allows you to maintain and enquire against 
the register for cheques issued by the Cheque (SU11C) server process. It 
can provide an audit trail of all cheque numbers. 

1. Display the Cheque register window (CB30): 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | Cheque 
register: 

 

2. Show details for cheques and account for cheques damaged prior to 
printing by inputting onto the cheque register directly. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 8.1: Making cheque payments. 
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Generating a BACS file 

ABW distinguishes between domestic and foreign BACS payments. Two 
separate server process are used to make these payments, SU11A and 
SU11B. In both cases the bank (or agent) that will process the electronic 
payment file must have been set up in Setup of transfer bank. 

The output file is generated and saved in the ABW Export directory. 

1. Display the SU11A Domestic payments (BACS) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | 
Remittance | Payment files processing | Domestic payments (BACS): 

 

2. Enter payment details: 

 Leave the Transfer bank field as the default 

 Select the remittance proposal ID for the remittance proposal ID field 

You only select the Regenerate batchID field if the BACS process has 
to be rerun. 

3. Save the details. 

4. Go to Maintenance of ordered reports to View the SU11A report 
output.  This report summarises the total amounts of the BACS file. 
This report would be verified to the validation reports of your BACS 
Transmission software, before the file is released. 

Note:  
The Transfer bank 
field is only used in 
electronic transfers 
within Scandinavia. 
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5. Additionally the process generates a PG1 file which is not accessible 
through Maintenance of ordered reports.  It is the BACS file output 
and will generally be located in the Data Export area (location of 
output defined by SU11 system parameters).  For onward processing 
this file must be transferred to the BACS Transmission Server (this is 
not part of the training session). 

6. Production of the BACS remittance.  This is not covered in the 
training session, as this is part of the AP consultancy.  In short your 
implementation consultant will ensure you have a copy of the ARC 
report and set up a user defined menu and report which will be 
tailored to how you wish to generate, store and distribute BACS 
remittances. 
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Confirming payments 

You can use the Payment maintenance window to obtain final confirmation 
that payments are approved before posting to the General Ledger, and 
updating the supplier accounts. For BACS payments you may decide to wait 
for confirmation from your bank that all payments have been processed 
before you confirm and post. 

Confirming payment approval 

1. Display the Payment maintenance window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | 
Remittance | Payment confirmation | Payment maintenance: 

 

2. Show the payments: 

 Switch on the Domestic checkbox to review payments in your base 
currency. 

 Type the date for the Bank date field. 

 Tab to the table. 

 Press F7. 

Payments are displayed in the window. Each payment has a status of 
one of the following: 

• ‘K’ – payment has been confirmed. 

• ‘S’ - payment files or forms produced. 

• ‘A’ - payment has been confirmed (using Tools | Post) but SU09 
has not been requested. 

3. Highlight the lines to post (e.g. all rows for supplier 5001 and 5002). 
Do not use the corner box to select the lines. 
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4. Post the payments: 

 Select Tools | Post. 

The M column is updated with X, and the payment amount is now 
displayed in Bank Amount column. 

5. Save the details. 

6. Refresh the window using Find and note that the ‘S’ column has 
changed to ’A’. The SU09 process can now pick up these payments. 

If the payments are not correct, these can be cancelled by 
highlighting those that are incorrect and then selecting Tools | Cancel. 
If you do this on lines with status ‘K’, the items are returned as open 
items available for payment. If you do this on lines with status ‘A’ or 
‘S’, cheques or BACS need to be cancelled as well, i.e. cheques must 
be cancelled by the bank or destroyed prior to sending to the supplier. 

If there are non-domestic payments you can amend the exchange 
rate using Tools | New exchange rate. 

7. Close window. 

Updating the General Ledger with payments 

This option posts payments to the General Ledger, and matches payments 
to invoices in the supplier accounts and updates the Bank Reconciliation. 

1. Display the SU09 Update General Ledger with payments window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Payments | 
Remittance | Update General Ledger with payments: 

 

2. Select Report variant: 

 Select the Update GL with Payments (incl Bank Trans) variant in the 
dropdown list and Tab: 

Note   
SU09 posts all 

confirmed/cleared 
payments to the 

period specified in 
this window, 

regardless of the 
period the payments 

were made. 
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3. Confirm entry details on SU09 (as shown above). 

 Set the Period field appropriate to that used when generating the 
remittance proposal earlier. 

 Select the Transaction Type to PY. 

 Select CH for the payment method. 

 Select Cheque number (3) in the Bank transaction field.  This 
determines the detail level posted to the General Ledger Bank 
Account – i.e. a transaction line per Cheque number (required for 
Bank Reconciliation). 

4. Save the details. 

Once the TPS has run, it will update the General Ledger, Accounts 
Payable (move invoice/payment to historic), Bank Reconciliation, and 
run the GL18 report showing transactions posted. 

5. Display the Maintenance of ordered reports window and review the 
SU09 and GL18B output reports. 

6. Once the TPS has posted the transactions: 

• Review the Open and historical items per supplier and confirm 
that the invoice(s) are now paid items (historic). 

• Review the General Ledger transactions enquiry window for the 
payment transaction(s). 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 8.2: Confirming payments. 
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Session 9 
Handling Reversals 
 

This session shows you how to reverse transactions and has one 
demonstration of performing a reversal. 

Reversals can be performed at any point within the AP process. 

By the end of this session you should be able to reverse a transaction. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding how reversals are linked with processed invoices. 

Understanding the different types of reversals that can be 
performed. 
 

 

Handling reversals is the ninth element in the process flow through the AP 
module, but they can be performed at any point within AP. 
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Reversal process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Confirming the reversals setup 

Check that a transaction type ‘RV’ is set up in the Transaction types 
window (CR04). The transaction type must have a treatment code of 23, 
linked to a transaction series with an open posting cycle, and a Status of N. 

System parameters 

You may control certain reversal “behaviour” using relevant system setup 
parameters. Specifically: 

• REVERSAL_TEXT_TYPE determines the text type to be used for 
reversal comments entered using Tools | Description in Reversal 
selection and Maintenance of ordered proposal. The parameter 
value corresponds to one of the defined values for TEXTTYPE. 

• The values assigned to VT_NO_REVERSAL (System setup values) 
can be used to identify voucher types that are not included in the 
reversal routine. This means that any transactions belonging to a 
voucher type defined by VT_NO_REVERSAL will result in an error, 
and listed in the error file GL34A or GL35A. 

Select transactions 
For reversal 

(Reversal selection) 

Initiate the reversal  
process 

(GL34 Reversal selection) 

Review proposed reversals 
(Maintenance of 

reversal proposal) 

Make required 
amendments 

Is new proposal necessary? 

Process reversals 
(GL35 Reversal 
confirmation) 

Updated General ledger 

Generate new proposal 
(GL34 Rerun of Reversal 

proposal) 

Yes 

No 
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Performing a reversal 

You can perform several types of reversals if you need to go back on a 
previous transaction. You can perform the following reversals: 

• Reverse open items - reverses an open item transaction. A new 
transaction is posted with the original accounting analysis and 
values for all amount types with the opposite sign. 

• Reverse invoice matching – reverses a payment that has been 
matched to the wrong invoice. The process ‘unmatches’ an 
invoice matching, so that the invoice can be matched against 
another later on. 

• Reverse payment transaction – reverses an entire payment 
transaction and generates a new open item with new transaction 
numbers. 

• Reverse paym. transaction row – reverses part payments and 
single rows in a payment transaction. 

All reversals are performed from the RV Reversal window (VP22). 

NOTE: 

• A transaction that is cancelled will be reversed with the original 
accounting analysis but with the opposite sign. 

• No new currency gain or loss will be generated. 

• Only transaction rows that have not been previously reversed or  
reposted can be reversed. 

• Invoices cannot be reversed in a period prior to the invoice 
posting period. 

• The system will keep the transaction date from the original 
invoice, not the date of reversal. 

Note the following limitations on reversals: 

• A reversal does not update order, contract, or commitment 
details. 

• A reversal does not update the cheque register. 

• Compressed transactions (more than one row in AR/AP 
compressed to one row in GL) cannot be reversed. 

 Note:  
You need to 
rematch the 
payment against 
the correct invoice. 

 

 Note:  
 Payment side of 
reversal posted to 
Account specified in 
Company information 
Accounts tab as Rev. 
payment. 
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Reversing an open item 

1. Post an invoice to supplier 5001. 

2. Display the Reversal selection window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Reversal | Reversal 
selection: 

 

 

3. Enter the type of reversal required: 

 Select Reverse open item from the dropdown list. 

 Tab to the list.  

4. Select the item(s) for reversal: 

 Press F7 (Binoculars icon). 

A selection window is displayed, select parameters as required e.g. 
invoice number or supplier id and select OK. 

All invoices/credit notes available for reversal that meets the criteria 
specified are displayed: 

 

5. Select the invoice/credit note for reversal: 

 Select the check box at the start of the row. 

 Press F12. 

Rows for list of transactions 
available for reversing 
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6. Run Reversal proposal: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Reversal | Reversal 
proposal: 

 

 Complete the parameters and Save. 

 Review or amend your selection in Maintenance of reversal proposal. 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Reversal | 
Maintenance of reversal proposal: 

 

 Select BatchID from BatchID dropdown list. 

 Using commands from the Tools menu, you can make amendments 
as necessary e.g. delete the whole batch, change the reversal period, 
add a text description, balance remaining edited lines. 

 Save any amendments. 
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7. If appropriate run the Rerun of updated reversal proposal (GL34): 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Reversal | Rerun of 
updated reversal proposal. 

 Complete the parameters and Save. 

8. Run Reversal confirmation (GL35): 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Reversal | Reversal 
confirmation: 

 

 Complete the parameters and Save. 

9. Enquire on the GL – the system will have posted any balance to the 
Reserve payment account in Company information. There is also an 
enquiry within Accounts Payable to view reversed transactions 
(AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Reversal | Reverse 
enquiry) and you can use the Zoom facility. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 9.1: Reversing a payment transaction. 

Exercise 9.2: Performing an enquiry on a reversal. 
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Session 10 
Running Enquiries and Reports 
 

This session shows you how to run enquiries and reports to obtain 
information on invoices and payments. 

This session is divided into two demonstrations: 

• Performing enquiries. 

• Producing reports. 

By the end of this session you should be able to enquire and report on 
invoice and payment data stored in the Accounts Payable module. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding the enquiries available and how you can tailor them 
to your own needs. 

Understanding the reports available and how you run them. 
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Running enquiries and reports is the final element in the process flow 
through the Accounts Payable module, but they can be performed at any 
point within AP. 

 

 

Performing enquiries 

Enquiries enable you to view the status of a supplier’s invoices/credit notes 
as well as payment details. You can perform the following enquiries from 
within AP: 

• Open and historical items per supplier – to view details on 
outstanding and paid invoices for a particular, selected supplier. 

• Open and historical items all suppliers – to view details on 
outstanding and paid invoices for all, or a range of, suppliers. 

• Supplier balances – to view details on supplier transaction 
balances held in the balance table (APBAL). 

• Supplier aged debt – to view the aged debt of suppliers. 
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In addition to the standard enquiries within the module, the enquiry 
function allows you to develop your own enquiries. You can choose which 
information (types and values) to include in the search, the sorting order of 
the results and whether subtotalling is used. You can also write alternative 
column titles. Each enquiry can be saved as a template and displayed in 
the menu system for later use. 

 

Performing open and historical items enquiries (per supplier) 

This enquiry enables you to view all outstanding and paid invoices for a 
particular, selected supplier. When you run the enquiry, the T field 
indicates whether an item is registered, open or historic: 

• A ‘A’ indicates a registered invoice. 

• A ‘B’ indicates an open item. 

• A ‘C' indicates a fully paid item. 

1. Display the Open and historical items per supplier window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Enquiries | Open 
and historical items per supplier: 

 

 

The letter ‘B’ is automatically displayed in the ‘T’ field. This is the 
default search to find all open items. 

2. Select a particular supplier: 

 Type 5001 in the supplier selection field. 

 Press Tab to the T field. 

3. Search for all open items: 

 Press F7. 

 Note: 
To search for 
registered or historic 
items you would use a 
A or C in the T field. 
Blank selects all. 

 

Supplier selection Row for list of open and 
historical items 
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All items with a status of ‘B’ are displayed: 

 

4. Click on any open item in the list and show statistics about the 
supplier: 

 Select Tools | Statistics: 

 

Change Period from and to to specify period under enquiry, tab out 
of fields and press F7 to see the supplier’s balance due by age and 
their payment history. 

5. Close the window. 

6. Display more details about the open items in the list: 

 Double click on a row to zoom (or select Data | Zoom). 

 Select  on the Toolbar to display full details on the first invoice. 

 Select  on the Toolbar to display full details on the previous 
invoice. 

 Select  on the Toolbar to display full details on the next invoice. 

 Select  on the Toolbar to display full details on the last invoice. 

 Select Tools | Show transaction to display the General Ledger 
transactions associated with the invoice. 

Note: ► 
for illustration only.  

Data from course 
will not give typical 

payment history 
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 Select Tools | Paid to display a list matching payments made against 
each invoice. 

 

Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercises: 

Exercise 10.1: Performing an open and historical items per supplier enquiry 
(1). 

Exercise 10.2: Performing an open and historical items per supplier enquiry 
(2). 
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Performing open and historical items enquiries (all suppliers) 

This enquiry enables you to view all outstanding and paid invoices for all of, 
or a range of, suppliers. When you run the enquiry, the ‘T’ field indicates 
whether an item is registered, open or historic: 

• An ‘A’ indicates a registered invoice. 

• A ‘B’ indicates an open item. 

• A ‘C’ indicates an historical or fully paid item. 

1. Display the Open and historical items for all suppliers window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Enquiries | Open 
and historical items for all suppliers: 

The Enquiry setup window is displayed: 

 

A list of parameters is displayed to enable you to search for the 
items that you want. In this example you can search for items in the 
current period and sort and break by supplier. 
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2. Enter the search parameters. 

 Select B – Open Items and C – Historical Items. 

 Type the current period in the From column of the Period row. 

 Type 1 in the Sort column of the SuppID. 

 Select the SubTotal box of the SuppID. 

 Select OK. 

The Open and historical items for all suppliers window is displayed: 

 

3. Same options available, for example Statistics and Zoom. 

4. You can save the enquiry details you have entered as a template for 
future use: 

 Press F7 to display Enquiry Setup window. 

 Select Save: 

 

 Type a name to use for the template in the Description field of the of 
the dialog.                                                                           
Change other settings as necessary then select OK. 

The name is displayed in the dropdown list of the Enquiry setup 
window. When you next want to run an open and historical items for 
all suppliers enquiry you can just select it from the dropdown list and 
select OK. 

 Note: 
Data is sorted 
by ‘T’ value 
before SuppID 
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Exercises 

Open the Exercise Workbook and complete the following exercise: 

Exercise 10.3: Performing an open and historical items for all suppliers 
enquiry 

 

Performing supplier balances enquiries 

This enquiry enables you to view details on supplier transactions held in the 
balance table APBAL. This includes both control account and General 
Ledger analysis transactions, but not the bank side of payment 
transactions.  By limiting the enquiry to Accounts Payable control accounts 
on GL, then this will provide Accounts Payable balances.  By excluding 
those accounts, this will provide summary analysis by supplier of 
expenditure. 

This balance table should be redefined where general ledger budgeting is 
not applied. 

1. Display the Supplier balances window (GL30): 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Enquiries | Supplier 
balances: 

 

 

A list of parameters is displayed to enable you to search for the 
balances that you want. In this example you can search for the 
travel/subsistence/entertaining expenses (GL accounts 60*) in the 
current period. 

2. Enter the search parameters. 

Fields for balance table 
selection 

 
Fields for selection criteria 
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 Specify Sort 1 against Supp.id and switch on the SubTot checkbox. 

 Select the Accounts Payable control  for Account by entering 9400 in 
the From column. 

 Press F7. 

The Results tab is displayed: 

 

3. Display more details about the open items in the list: 

 Double click on a row to zoom (or select Data | Zoom) to display a 
list of the General Ledger transactions. 

 Double click on a row to zoom again (or select Data | Zoom) to 
display more detail. 

 

Setting up the aged balances interval 

The aged balances interval is used to define the time intervals for the 
ageing of balances. The interval is displayed in a variety of ABW windows, 
such as Supplier aged debt.  

The aged balance interval is calculated from the invoice due date and NOT 
the invoice date. 

To set the interval you need to select a company language and profile. The 
aged balance interval is set up using the Aged balances interval window 
(CS15). 
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1. Display the Aged balances interval window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Fixed registers | 
Aged balances interval: 

 

 

2. Display an interval: 

 Choose a language.  

 Choose a profile. 

 Press F7: 

 

3. To set up an interval: 

 Choose a language e.g. EN. 

 Type a name for the Profile e.g. COMPANY. 

 Tab to row 1 of table. 

 Complete the profile details for the following profile: 

• Not due. 

• 1-30 days past due date. 

• 31-60 days past due date. 

• 61-90 days past due date. 

• More than 90 days past due date. 

Language and profile details 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overdue days details 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rows for 
the entry of 
different 
age 
intervals 
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 Save (F12). 

4. Close the window. 

5. To use this profile in the Statistics window on Suppliers: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Fixed registers | 
System parameters. 

 In the grey search bar, type CU* and press Find (F7). 

 Update the parameter CU10_AGE_PROFILE to have a value 
COMPANY: 

 

 Save (F12). 

 

Performing supplier aged debt enquiries 

This enquiry enables you to view details of the aged debt of all suppliers 
according to the profile chosen. 

1. Display the Supplier aged debt window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Enquiries | Supplier 
aged debt: 

 

 

Fields for enquiry date and profile 
selection 

Rows for list of supplier open 
items 
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The letter ‘B’ is automatically displayed in the ‘T’ field. This is the 
default search to find all open items. 

2. Confirm the date and select the profile using the fields at the top of 
the window: 

 Type the required date. 

 Select a Profile from the dropdown list. 

3. Put the cursor in the bottom half of the window and search for all 
open items: 

 Press F7. 

A list of open items aged according to the profile is displayed: 
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Producing reports 

Reports enable you to view the details of a supplier’s outstanding and paid 
invoices. The results can also be distributed. You can produce the following 
reports from within AP: 

• SU02 Open items – to report on outstanding items for each 
supplier. 

• SU03 Accounts Payable specification – to report the postings 
made for each supplier within a specified period range, including 
an opening and closing balance. 

• SU04 Statement of accounts – to print a statement of account for 
each supplier, and which shows items outstanding at the 
beginning of the given period. 

• SU05 Period end balance specification – to report on all 
transactions outstanding at end of specified period. 

• SU10 Supplier aged debt - to report on aged debt balances 
according to ageing intervals. 

The method for producing a report is the same for each report type. 

Producing a report 

1. Display the SU02 Open items window: 

 Select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable | Reports | Open 
items: 

 

A list of parameters is displayed to enable you to select the data to 
include in the report. 
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2. Enter the search parameters to select a report for a range of 
suppliers: 

 Type the supplier IDs in the From and To fields (e.g. 5000 to 5999). 

3. Save the details. An order number is displayed. 

4. Display the Maintenance of ordered reports (CR16) window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Maintenance of ordered reports. 

5. Display the report and after highlighting the report output: 

 Select Tools | Show report printout. 

The report is displayed. 
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Session 11 
Flexi-Fields and Links 
 

This session shows you how you can use flexi-fields to add further supplier 
based information, and links to simplify navigation between accounts 
payable windows and enquiries. 

This session is divided into two demonstrations: 

• Flexi-field set-up. 

• Creating and using links. 

By the end of this session you should be able to create flexi-fields on the 
supplier master file and set-up a link from the supplier master file to an 
accounts payable enquiry. 

 

Key learning points: 

Understanding the steps needed to create flexi-fields and links 
from within accounts payable. 
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Flexi-fields 

On a standard supplier master file there are 5 tabs of information: 
Supplier, Address, Invoice, Payment and Relation. 

Flexi-fields provide the facility to hold extra tabs of user defined 
information against a master file. The information held within the tab can 
be text or an enquiry, or both types of information in one tab. You can also 
define validation criteria to apply against data entry and set up regular 
expression patterns for data entry. 

The information recorded in here will then be available to view using a 
Browser enquiry.  

There are three stages to this process: 

• Flexi-field group definition. 

• Link Flexi-field group to Attribute. 

• User Access to the new tab. 

Flexi-fields are set up using the Flexi-field group definition window (AG60). 

In the following example we want to set up a tab, Supplier performance. 
This tab will contain two sections, Contract information and Supplier 
performance. These two sections will be defined as flexi-field groups based 
on the following information: 

Contract information 

1. Contract    Yes/No   
2. Contract Start Date Validate between a date range 
3. Contract Expiry Date 
4. Account Manager 
5. Contact No.  In the format +44 12345678   

    (^\+44\b\d\d\d\d\d\d\d\d$) 
6. Email  

Supplier Performance 

• Product Type  Software, Hardware, Consumables 
• Delivery   On Time, Early, 1-2 days Late, 3-5 days late 
• Quality    1, 2, 3 
• Availability  Always, Get in 24Hrs, 2-4 Days, 5-7 Days,   
• Delivery Time  1 Day, 2 Days, 6 Days 
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1. Create the Flexi-field group definition for section 1, CONTRACT. 
Display the Flexi-field group definition window: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | System setup | Link flexi-field group to 
attribute:  

 

 Click on Flexi-field group definition button (Tools menu option) and 
set up the details as follows: 

 

 Type CONTRACT for the Flexi-field group. 

 Type Contract information for Description. 

 Select the Type as Flexi-field group.  

 Add the Titles you wish to display: 

 Title, column name, data type and lengths. 

 Identify if the data is Mandatory, Hide, Sum, Read, Validate, Default. 

 If the data has a default value, click Default value from the Tools 
menu. 

 If the data is to have validation, double click on row and enter the 
Range Restrictions or valid entries, click OK: 

 Note: 
Set up of other Type 
options (Browser 
template and 
Existing table) are 
not covered in this 
course. 
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 Save. 

2. Create the Flexi-field group definition for section 2, SUPPERF with 
the details: 

 

Note: ► 
Data in this flexi-

field group will be 
presented as a 

table 
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 Type SUPPERF for the Flexi-field group. 

 Type Supplier performance for Description. 

 Select the Type as Flexi-field group.  

 Add the Titles you wish to display: 

 Title, column name, data type and lengths 

 Identify if the data is Mandatory, Hide, Sum, Read, Validate, Default. 

 If the data has a default value, click Default value from the Tools 
menu. 

 If the data is to have validation, double click on row and enter the 
Range Restrictions or valid entries, click OK: 
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 Save. 

3. The two flexi-field groups now need to be added to a Tab (Supplier 
performance): 

 Within the Flexi-field group definition window, select Link flexi-field 
group to attribute. 

 Select SUPP.ID. 

 Add the two groups to Tab number 1 (1st tab after the default tabs) 
and re-name the Tab and section names as required: 

 

 Save and close window. 

4. Your user has access to Supplier but not automatically the new tab. 
Grant access to the tab ‘Performance’ in Menu-based access window 
(AG68): 

 Select AGRESSO Settings| System Administration | Users and access 
| Menu-based access: 

 

 Save and close window. 
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5. Check that you can now access the new tab in the supplier master 
file: 

 

6. Open Accounts Payable enquiry window as a Browser.  

Right click on Financials | Accounts Payable | Open and historical 
items for all suppliers. 

And Open Browser. 

 

Select Tools | Add flexi-field: 

 

 The Flexi-field groups will display and all fields within them are 
available to bring into the enquiry.  
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Using Links 

Links on Supplier Master File 

You may simplify navigation within ABW by adding links from one 
window to another window, or to a global Browser template or to an 
existing web site. One example is a link from the supplier master file to 
the supplier open items.  

The links created show as buttons across the top of the master file. 
Links can be created from most windows (or Browser Templates) and 
are not restricted to master files. 

1. Display the Supplier window: 

 Switch to client A3 and select AGRESSO Financials | Accounts 
Payable | Supplier master file | Supplier.  

 Select New link from the Links menu and complete the details: 

 

2. Save. 

3. In Supplier master file: 

 Select a supplier and Tab out of field. 

 Click on the Open invoice details button to view the details for the 
chosen supplier (at this stage there may not be any transactions). 

When using Browser Templates:  

 

 Note: 
When added to a 
master file the 
‘Transfer Parameter’ 
will use the supplier 
ID as the criteria 
therefore only 
showing details for 
the supplier being 
viewed. 

 

 Note:  
You can Edit or 
Delete a link via 
Organize links on the 
links menu 

 Note:  
SearchC tab has 
SupplierID like with 
no value or prompt to 
ensure correct 
parameter value is 
transferred across 

 Note: 
Links created this 
way (within the From 
window) are 
Personal to the user.  
Global links are 
created from System 
Administration | 
Users and access | 
Links | New link.  
Access can be 
limited by Role 
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Session 12 
Workflow 
Workflow can be used to automate processes within ABW. 

For example, you can take Invoice Registration one step further and create 
a workflow model that distributes a registered supplier invoice for approval. 

Workflow concepts 

Element types are the cornerstones in ABW workflow.  

Workflows should be designed and created with the close 
assistance of a UNIT4 Consultant. However it is useful for users to have 
a basic understanding of the concept in order to consider how it may best 
be used to assist your company in a practical context. 

Workflow Prerequisites 

There are two essential prerequisites for functional workflow. 

• An element type associated with every entry point or node. In 
this case our element type is Supplier invoice, and our entry 
node is the registration of a supplier invoice.  

• An active or ‘committed’ workflow process. 

Element type 

Element types lie at the heart of ABW Workflow. They are delivered with 
the product, and determine the context in which workflow can be used. 
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Element types are viewed in the Element types window (WF16). 

1. Display the Element types window: 

 Select AGRESSO Settings | System Administration | System Setup | 
Element types: 

 

Element type details 

Each type is associated with one or more tables of information held in the 
database. Here is where you determine which columns of information in a 
given table are available in workflow modelling, as well as elsewhere. 

1. Display the Element types details Window (WF19) for Supplier 
invoice: 

 Select AGRESSO Settings | System Administration | System Setup | 
Element types. 

 Select the element type Supplier invoice from the dropdown list.  

 Tab – The tables of information relating to the element type are 
displayed. 

 

 Place your cursor on a table name (greyed out) and click on the 
button Element type details. 
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You will see the columns displayed that relate to the tables of 
information from the database: 

 

 The columns across the top define what the fields can be used in 
conjunction with.  

We will set up the following simple workflow based on the scenario: 

• The resource related to the supplier is to approve the invoice, unless 
the invoice is greater than £1,000, when it should be distributed to 
the resource related to the COSTC value instead. 

• The resource is allowed to approve or reject the invoice but nothing 
else i.e. no data change is permitted. 

• The resource is the only person involved in the process. 

 

Process Definition (Graphic modelling) 

The objective of this session is to give you a basic understanding of the 
principals of how Workflow is set up. 

A UNIT4 Consultant will assist users in the design and implementation of 
any workflows required within your company.  

1. Prerequisites: 

Need to check that the relations and relational values for the  
particular scenario have been set up: 

• Set up attribute SUPP.ID to be used in workflow (W check box 
should be active): 
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And select Relation to set up the relation to RESNO: 

 

• Set up attribute COSTC to be used with workflow 

 

And select Relation to set up the relation to RESNO: 

 

• Set up a relational values (Supplier master file) - for supplier 
5002, set RESNO as 1002 Joanne Marley (user login is t2). 

• Set up a relational values (Relation per attribute) – for COSTC 
ZCCBS, set RESNO as 1001 Susan Jones  (user logon is t1). 
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2. Review Distribution rules: 

 Select AGRESSO Common | Workflow | Distribution rules  

 Ensure Status is Active and Save. 

 

3. Display the Process definition window:  

 Select AGRESSO Common | Workflow | Process definition. 

 Folders can be created per work area to hold specific workflows. 

 Right click the Workflow folder and select Add folder. 

 Type in the folder name e.g. Registered invoices and click OK. 

 Right click the Process folder and select Add process (A new 
workflow). 

 Type process name e.g. Invoice approval. 

 Click on Invoice approval to start to define the workflow process. 
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The finished graphic model we are creating will look as follows: 

 

Step 1. Start Button-Add Element type. 

Identify Element type to be used – Supplier invoice: 

 

Step 2. (Toolbar) Shape Options | Add User Step.  

In General tab:  

 Name Distribute for approval. 

 Connect to distribution Rule Group (must already have been created 
– see Distribution rules). 
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In usage, select Function e.g. Supplier invoice approval:  

 

Actions Tab – Identify action to be taken by user – (Approve, Reject): 

 

Settings tab – deselect Users allowed to change data: 
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Step 3. Check Diagram & Commit Version. 

 Click ‘Check Diagram’ button – validates and advises of obvious 
errors. 

 Click ‘Process Options’ – Commit Version (make active) 

 The background of the graphic will turn grey. 

 The title of the process from menu will show a dot to show it is 
active. 

 Whilst in Draft format only the user who created the draft version 
can modify or commit it. 

 Cannot delete latest version once it has been committed. 

Test workflow 

Repeat the document load/import procedure for two invoice images: 

Inv91 Supplier 5002, costc ZCCBS, £728.11 
Inv92 Supplier 5002, costc ZCCBS, £2500.28 

Track/execute the workflow process according to your model: 

• Registration of supplier invoices. 

• Documents for registration (Tools option). 

• Contra entry to account 5030. 

• When you save the transaction, a manual distribution window is 
displayed – check that the right person is to approve it, Save. 

• Check the invoice has been picked up by workflow (AGRESSO 
Financials | Accounts Payable | Enquiries | Workflow enquiry – 
Supplier invoices). 
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• The invoice cannot be posted until the registered invoice has been 
approved. 

• Log in as Joanne Marley (t2) and approve all invoices in their task 
list. 

 

 

 

• Log onto ABW Smart Client as t1 and approve any invoices in their 
task list: 
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• Check the Workflow map in AGRESSO Financials | Accounts Payable 
| Enquiries | Workflow enquiry – Supplier invoices: 
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Course Review 
 

This session reviews the main elements of the course and its objectives 
course and the key learning points from each session. 

 

Objectives of the course 

The objectives of the course were to help you: 

• Understand the basic structure of the ABW Accounts Payable 
module and its interaction with other components of Agresso 
Business World. 

• Understand how to set up the Accounts Payable fixed registers. 

• Understand the structure of the supplier master file and how to 
set up new suppliers and amend existing suppliers. 

• Understand how to set up document archive to attach electronic 
invoice images to supplier invoice transactions. 

• Understand how to register and post supplier invoices into ABW. 

• Understand how to maintain open items. 

• Understand the process of making manual payments, and 
matching them to invoices. 

• Understand the processing of remittance proposals. 

• Understand the processing of payments. 

• Understand how to reverse transactions already posted. 

• Understand how to run enquiries and produce reports. 
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Key learning points 

Remind yourself of the key learning points for each session. 

 

Session 1 – Maintaining the supplier master file  

• Understanding what system information needs to be set up 
before the module can be used. 

• Understanding the information needed about a supplier. 

• Understanding the relationships between different system 
information. 

 

Session 2 – Registering supplier invoices 

• Understanding the invoice registration process within AP and 
ABW. 

• Understanding how invoices are registered and maintained within 
AP. 

• Understanding how registered invoices are accrued. 

 

Session 3 – Document archive 

• Understanding some basic concepts within ABW Document 
archive. 

• Understanding what needs to be set up before document archive 
can be used. 

 

Session 4 – Posting supplier invoices  

• Understanding the supplier invoice posting process within AP and 
ABW. 

• Understanding the parameters that need to be set before posting 
supplier invoices. 

• Understanding how registered invoices are posted. 

• Understanding how supplier invoices are posted individually. 

• Understanding how supplier invoices are posted in batches. 
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Session 5 – Maintaining open items 

• Understanding the parameters that need to be set up to enable 
invoice maintenance. 

• Understanding the changes that can be performed to invoices 
while they remain outstanding. 

• Understanding the payment status of invoices. 

 

Session 6 – Recording payments 

• Understanding the process of making manual payments to 
suppliers. 

• Understanding the matching process to link payments to 
invoices. 

 

Session 7 – Processing remittance proposals 

• Understanding the process of remittance processing. 

• Understanding how to create, amend, and rerun a remittance 
proposal. 

• Understanding how to confirm a remittance proposal to group a 
proposal into actual payments. 

 

Session 8 – Processing payments 

• Understanding the processing required for confirming payments 
to suppliers. 

• Understanding which payment parameters must be set up. 

• Understanding the payment process required for cheques. 

• Understanding the payment process required for BACS. 

• Understanding the methods to confirm payments to suppliers. 
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Session 9 – Handling reversals  

• Understanding how reversals are linked with processed invoices. 

• Understanding the different types of reversals that can be 
performed. 

 

Session 10 – Running enquiries and reports 

• Understanding the enquiries available and how you can tailor 
them to your own needs. 

• Understanding the reports available and how you run them. 

 

Session 11 – Flexi-fields and Links 

• Understanding the steps needed to create flexi-fields and links 
from within accounts payable. 

 

Session 12 – Workflow 

• Shown a demonstration of an Accounts Payable process 
automated through workflow. 

 

Course evaluation form 

Don’t forget to complete the form and hand it to your trainer. 
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